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the university of 
melbourne
Established in 1853, the University of Melbourne is 
a public-spirited institution that makes distinctive 
contributions to society in research, teaching and 
knowledge transfer.

melbourne’s teaching excellence has been rewarded two years in 
a row by grants from the commonwealth government’s learning 
and teaching performance fund for australian universities that 
demonstrate excellence in undergraduate teaching and learning.

melbourne was also one of only three australian universities to 
win ten citations -- the maximum number of awards possible 
-- under the carrick citations for outstanding contributions 
to student learning. the citations recognise commitment by 
university staff who have shown outstanding leadership and 
innovation in teaching, and dedication and enthusiasm for student 
learning.

the triple-heliX

the university of melbourne seeks to be highly regarded in 
research and research training, learning and teaching, and 
engagement.

together these three activities are envisaged as a metaphoric 
triple-helix in which they are closely bound, each reinforcing the 
other. growing esteem takes into account current national and 
international research priorities, aims to assist the university 
to address the pressures of space, size and coherence in 
undergraduate education and ensures a much stronger link 
between public outreach and teaching and research.

the first strand – research and research training – is core to the 
mission of the university, linking melbourne to the great centres 
of scholarship around the world. the research and research 
training strand allows us both to achieve what we call our research 
outcomes and output and also to train research higher degree 
students including phD or Doctoral research and masters by 
research.

the second strand – learning and teaching – refers to our 
curriculum (or our courses) and to the experience of being 
a student (such as study groups, support services and 
scholarships).  learning and teaching has been of great 
importance to the university since its origin in 1854, and with the 
inception of the melbourne model, undergraduate and graduate 
education have continued to be a central focus of thought and 
investment at the university.

the final strand – engagement – encompasses interaction between the 
university and the wider society.  it includes knowledge partnerships, 
interactions with alumni, advancement activities and international 
programs.

Knowledge partnerships are interactions between the university and 
external groups or individuals and are essential to the ensuring the 
university’s public-spirited character. melbourne will continue to expand 
the number and scope of its knowledge partnerships and ensure effective 
metrics to promote excellence in these activities.

the university’s international strategy permeates every aspect of the 
institution’s activities. the university will continue to extend and develop 
its international character, through partnerships with international 
universities and organisations and programs such as melbourne global 
mobility. in addition, the university will work towards having a more 
‘cosmopolitan’ campus, with a view to increasing the number of high 
calibre international staff and research higher degree students.

the university values its relationship with alumni, and acknowledges that 
there are many more opportunities to be explored. the university seeks 
to engage alumni as advisors on course content, as mentors for current 
students and guides for prospective applicants. the university also hopes 
to pursue new engagement opportunities with its growing international 
alumni. in return, alumni are able to attend many public events as well as 
access the university’s knowledge base and infrastructure.

advancement programs support research, provide scholarships to 
students from a variety of backgrounds, establish chairs in specific 
disciplines, expand and maintain library facilities and establish new 
infrastructure. the university will continue to expand its advancement 
activities with a major campaign in 2010 designed to treble the 
university’s annual income from donations and gifts within five years.

the university of melbourne 

about



the faculty of science 

faculty of science
Through the quality of our research and 
teaching, the Faculty of Science enjoys 
a strong reputation, both nationally and 
internationally.

the faculty of science is a thriving, passionate and internationally 
networked community with a history of leadership in research, 
innovation, teaching and learning. comprising four schools and 
four departments, the faculty offers a range of undergraduate, 
honours, graduate and research degrees; enrolling over 
6,500 undergraduate and graduate students. we also provide 
community services and industry partnerships based on a solid 
foundation of research in the pure, and applied sciences.

we have active involvement in a number of competitively funded 
research centres, and our scientists include twenty five (25) 
fellows of learned academies and seven (7) arc federation and 
laureate fellows.

the faculty of science also plays an important role in australia’s 
participation in the global knowledge economy. we partake in 
collaborative research ventures, staff and student exchanges, and 
overseas student recruitment – all of which ensures melbourne 
science maintains an international perspective



the school of physics

It is an exciting time to be studying physics in the 
21st century: it is an enabling science that expands 
our knowledge of the universe and underpins new 
technologies that benefit our society. The School 
of Physics is well established and is internationally 
respected for its research excellence, broad-
based undergraduate courses, and a challenging 
and rewarding postgraduate experience. Our 
collaborations are aligned with the world’s leading 
research groups and facilities. We address some of 
the most important and fundamental problems of 
our age. 

our programs in astrophysics, theoretical particle and experimental 
particle physics explore questions relating to the origin, evolution 
and fate of our universe. aligned with high energy physics programs 
taking place at cern in switzerland, the school has considerable 
expertise in grid computing, neutrino physics and physics beyond 
the ‘standard model’. 

the school has strengths in the exploration of matter and light 
interactions, particluarly in advanced materials utilising diamond and 
silicon, quantum information science, photonics, advanced electron 
microscopy, nanoscale imaging, nanoelectronics, all the way down 
to the single atom and photon. the school houses the university’s 

newest lead australian research council centre of excellence, 
the arc centre of excellence for particle physics at the terascale 
(coepp). this centre will provide a unified resource to fully exploit 
the data emanating from cern, and a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity for fundamental scientific research in australia with 
the prospect of understanding the origin of mass, discovering 
new physical laws, and producing and studying dark matter in the 
laboratory. the school also houses the arc centre of excellence 
for all-sky astrophysics (caastro), the melbourne materials 
institute (mmi), melbourne node of the centre of excellence for 
Quantum computation & communication technology (cQc2t) 
leads the centre for coherent X-ray science (cXs) and the micro-
analytical research centre (marc).

the school of physics comprises approximately 21 teaching and 
research staff, 50 research-only staff, more than 80 postgraduate 
students and 50 associates supported by 30 professional staff. 
skilled technical staff operate, maintain and develop, complex 
instrumentation and equipment to support the teaching and 
research activities of the school. in addition, the school hosts 2 
arc federation fellows, 2 arc australian professional fellows, 2 
arc Qe11 fellows and one australian postdoctoral fellow.

located in the heart of cosmopolitan melbourne, the school is part 
of a vibrant campus environment and is a great place to study, as 
evidenced by internationally benchmarked ranking indicators.
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f ward prize 2011 to mr thomas lucas, 
the women in physics award 2012 to ms 
amelia brennan, the wyselaskie scholarship 
in natural science 2011 to ms ada yan and 
the Klein prize in experimental physics 2011 
to mr robert barone-nugent.  in addition, 
mr andy mcculloch was selected by the 
australian academy of science to attend the 
lindau meeting where he got the chance 
to meet nobel laureates and fellow phD 
students from around the world.  early 
career researchers received arc Discovery 
early career researcher awards (Decra) 
to work on projects from ranging from 
nanoscience, diamond to neutron stars and 
dark matter:  Dr igor aharonovich, Dr adrian 
D’alfonso, Dr brynmor haskell, Dr David 
garrett, Dr Jiao lin and Dr edward taylor.

we also hosted a constellation of 
distinguished visitors in addition to prof 
rolf-Dieter heuer and the other delegates 
to ichep.  these included miegunyah 
fellow prof David awschalom now at the 
university of chicago, professor Joe howard 
from the max planck institute for molecular 
cell biology & genetics, Dresden and the 
lockheed martin chief scientist Dr ned 
allen.

our outreach programs included the annual 
July lectures incorporating a program of 
panels and lectures on the higgs boson 
and high energy physics, the physics 
gymnasium lectures for secondary school 
students and our annual program for physics 
teachers in november that featured a 
lecture on the physics of the mars curiosity 
lander.  in addition, the “telescopes in 
schools program” run by prof rachel 
webster, Dr shane huntington and Jacinta 
den besten, with support from the federal 
government’s higher education participation 
and partnerships program (heppp), is an 
innovative new outreach program to inspire 
students from low–ses government schools 
to consider science as a career.  shane and 
Jacinta received the 2012 vice-chancellor’s 
award for their outstanding contribution 
towards fulfilling the goals, values and 
mission of the university in the categories 
“creating connections: contribution 
to engagement” and “service to the 
community”.

our cohort of msc and phD students 
continues to be strong and we now have 
a significant role in the faculty of science 
with Dr andy martin awarded the role 
of assistant Dean (graduate programs).  

PROFESSOR DAVID JAMIESON 

the year 2012 was the year of the higgs 
boson discovery, sometimes called the 
“higgs bonanza”, and the school of physics 
was at the centre of the action.  the 
discovery was announced simultaneously on 
July 4 at cern in geneva and in melbourne 
where the international conference for 
high energy physics (ichep) was being 
hosted by prof geoff taylor and his team 
from the australian research council centre 
of excellence for particle physics at the 
terra-scale.  Just two days later i had the 
pleasure of chairing a public forum on the 
discovery attended by overflow crowds 
in one of the university’s biggest lecture 
theatres.  a panel of experts drawn from 
the international community attending the 
conference gave their personal views of the 
discovery and fielded insightful questions 
from the audience.  in a related ceremony, 
the Director general of cern, prof rolf-
Dieter heuer, was awarded an honorary 
Doctor of laws (honoris causa) from the 
university melbourne in recognition for his 
outstanding international contribution to 
science.

in the months leading up to the great 
announcement our David caro building 
saw the completion of a major renovation.  
starting on the ground floor we created a 
prominent entrance into the building for 
the new laby iDeas (interact, Discuss, 
explore, analyse, scientific ideas) centre 
which is a large space specifically for 
undergraduate students and incorporates an 
electronic teaching classroom (pictured left).  
Development of the laby iDeas centre 
was made possible by a generous grant 
from the laby foundation.  in the floors 
above we created new spaces for two of 
our arc centres of excellence (coepp and 
caastro) to accommodate the new staff 
working in these centres.  in July the coepp 
space was officially opened by prof heuer 
and the laby iDeas centre by university 
provost prof margret sheil.

our staff and students were recognised for 
their accomplishments.  assoc prof robert 
scholten was awarded the David syme 
prize for his work with ultra-cold electrons, 
Dr nicole bell and Dr archil Kobakhidze 
were awarded arc future fellowships 
recognising the excellence of their research, 
the bryan scholarship in natural science 
for 2011 was awarded to mr timothy trott, 
the ramm prize in experimental physics 
2011 to mr lachlan tantau, the e m & J 

congratulations also go to academic staff for 
their promotions: to prof elisabetta barberio 
who was promoted to professor in recognition 
of her international leadership in the field of 
high energy physics especially for her work on 
the mysterious neutrino mass and the search 
for dark matter where she leads a program in 
coepp;  to assoc prof harry Quiney who was 
promoted for his many contributions to x-ray 
physics, quantum mechanics and chemical 
physics and their applications to bioscience in 
cXs where he is a program leader in theory 
and modelling.

in 2012 we farewelled laureate prof Keith 
nugent who had been with us in many 
distinguished roles over more than two 
decades including a stint as head of physics, 
Director since 2005 of the arc centre of 
excellence for coherent X-ray science, 
Director of the australian synchrotron and 
assistant vice chancellor (special projects).  
Keith has taken up an appointment as Deputy 
vice-chancellor and vice-president (research) 
at la trobe university and we wish him well in 
this new job.  

looking forward to 2013 we will welcome 
two new academic staff into the school in the 
field of computational cosmology who will 
join arc laureate fellow professor stuart 
wyithe in a significant and exciting expansion 
in a field that promises breakthroughs in our 
understanding of the early universe.

2012 was a very busy year.  i would like to 
thank my colleagues in the school for all 
their contributions especially our deputy 
head assoc prof ann roberts.  also thanks 
to my fellow members of the australian 
physics Decadal plan working group who 
delivered the first decadal plan in physics 
since 1993.  we look forward to building on 
our accomplishments in 2012 to support our 
vision to be international leaders in physics 
with global impact.

heaD’s report
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school recognition

unDergraDuate 2011 
•	  the Dwight Prize is awarded to the student achieving 

the highest results in first year advanced level, on 
recommendation by the head: tilen rudd/michael li

•	the Ramm Prize is awarded to a student enrolling in either 
honours or postgraduate degree by research in experimental 
physics who has demonstrated excellent research potential: 
lachlan tantau

•	William Sutherland Prize is awarded to the student 
achieving the highest results in second year physics who 
is proceeding to study physics at the third year level: tudor 
thomas

•	EM & JF Ward Prize is awarded to the most outstanding 
student in experimental physics in the third or final year of the 
bsc majoring in physics: thomas lucas

•	Wyselaskie Scholarship is awarded to the student who 
has the highest third year faculty honours score in the schools 
of chemistry and physics, and who is proceeding to the 
bachelor of science (Degree with honours): ada yan

•	t.F. Ryan Roentgen Prize: Kevin lee

unDergraDuate 2012
•	  the Dwight Prize is awarded to the student achieving 

the highest results in first year advanced level, on 
recommendation by the head: matthew geleta

•	the Ramm Prize is awarded to a student enrolling in either 
honours or postgraduate degree by research in experimental 
physics who has demonstrated excellent research potential:  
Jasper cadusch

•	William Sutherland Prize is awarded to the student 
achieving the highest results in second year physics who 
is proceeding to study physics at the third year level: wee 
chaimanowong

•	EM & JF Ward Prize is awarded to the most outstanding 
student in experimental physics in the third or final year of 
the bsc majoring in physics: millie mcDonald

•	Wyselaskie Scholarship is awarded to the student 
who has the highest third year faculty honours score in the 
schools of chemistry and physics, and who is proceeding 
to the bachelor of science (Degree with honours): callum 
Jones

•	t.F. Ryan Roentgen Prize: minh Quan cao/ruiyi Jia

   

postgraDuate 2011
•	Professor Kernot Research Prize is awarded on 

recommendation of the head to conduct research in physics at 
postgraduate level: amelia brennan/lyndon Koens

•	Dixson Research Scholarship in Physics is awarded on 
recommendation of the head to conduct research in physics at 
postgraduate level: peter ryan/catherine Deburg-Day

•	Klein Prize in Experimental Physics is awarded to a 
student in the school of physics who is currently enrolled in a 
rhD at the university of melbourne: robert barone-nugent

•	John tyndall Prize is awarded to a student enrolled in a 
rhD who is conducting advanced studies or research in the 
school of physics: James wood

•	Women in Physics Prize is awarded to a student based 
on academic excellence and demonstrated research potential: 
amelia brennan

•	bryan Scholarship in biological Science Prize is 
awarded determined by academic merit and awarded to a 
student in the bsc in a biological science department: timothy 
trott

•	2011 bragg Gold Medal is awarded for the best phD thesis 
by a student from an australian university.  established to 
commemorate sir laurence bragg and his father sir william 
bragg: Dr adrian D’alfonso

   

postgrauDate 2012 
•	Professor Kernot Research Prize is awarded on 

recommendation of the head to conduct research in physics 
at postgraduate level:  laurence spiller

•	Dixson Research Scholarship in Physics is awarded 
on recommendation of the head to conduct research in 
physics at postgraduate level: stephen lonsdale

•	Klein Prize in Experimental Physics is awarded to a 
student in the school of physics who is currently enrolled in a 
rhD at the university of melbourne: sophie williams

•	John tyndall Prize is awarded to a student enrolled in a 
rhD who is conducting advanced studies or research in the 
school of physics: Jasper cadusch

•	Women in Physics Prize is awarded to a student 
based on academic excellence and demonstrated research 
potential:sophie williams

•	N.D Goldsworthy Scholarship for Physics: pierre 
taylor, tomasz Dutka, richard taylor, David wood, angus 
mcinnes

•	2012 Charlene Heisler Prize of astronomical 
Society of australia awarded for phD excellence for 
his phD thesis titled “superfluid spin up and pulsar glitch 
recovery: anthony van eysden

HiGHliGHtS
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professor Keith nugent
In December 2012 the School 
said farewell to Professor Keith 
Nugent, who resigned in order 
to take up an appointment 
as Deputy Vice-Chancellor at 
LaTrobe University.

Keith was appointed as lecturer (limited 
tenure) in 1985, whilst still in his first 
year of a post-doctoral appointment at 
the anu. this was the first academic 
appointment in our school of physics for 
over a decade, following a far-sighted 
recommendation by an external, forward-
planning review in 1984.

the outstanding research performance throughout 
his career led to a meteoric rise through the ranks, 
culminating with his appointment as laureate professor 
in 2007.

Keith served with distinction as head of the school 
of physics from 1996 to 2001and was elected a 
fellow of the australian academy of science in 2000. 
further success followed when Keith was selected 
for a federation fellowship in 2001, renewed in 2006. 
he was awarded a centre of excellence in coherent 
X-ray science in 2005, renewed in 2009, and held 
several influential positions including Directorship of the 
australian synchrotron.            

he left the school with our best wishes - he will be 
sorely missed.

staff 2011  
promotions

associate Professor: Jeff mccallum (2011), andrew melatos 
(2011)

Principal Research Fellow: harry Quiney (2011), andrew 
greentree (2011)

Professor: elisabetta barberio (2012)

sir thomas lyle fellowship in physics

Sir thomas lyle Fellowship in Physics: professor lawrence 
Krauss 

university of melbourne awarDs for eXcellence

award for outstanding leadership of university 
teaching: michelle livett 

associate professor michelle livett has made far-reaching 
contributions to learning and teaching at this university. her influence 
extends beyond the excellence of her own teaching, to leadership of 
teaching in the school of physics and the faculty of science. in recent 
years, michelle has been extensively involved in the formation of the 
new generation bachelor of science, and more broadly in melbourne 
model developments. in all aspects of her teaching leadership, 
michelle demonstrates a deep interest in the quality of students’ 
learning and their development as learners.

university acaDemic boarD electees

academic Programs Committee: andrew melatos

Selection Procedures Committee: nicole bell

Research Higher Degree Committee: andy martin

Coursework Scholarships & awards Committee: les allen

Melbourne business School Committee: David Jamieson  
 

staff 2012  
sir thomas lyle fellowship in physics

Sir thomas lyle Fellowship in Physics: Dr chiara roda & 
professor alon hofmann

prime minister’s prizes in science

Malcolm Mcintosh Prize - Physical Scientist of the Year: 
professor stuart wyithe

university of melbourne outstanDing professional 
staff awarDs

Creating Connections: contribution to engagement: 
shane huntington & Jacinta den besten (telescopes in schools)

Service to Community: shane huntington & Jacinta den 
besten (telescopes in schools)

Profs Keith Nugent and Steven Prawer in the ‘Dome of Silence’,  
at the Laby IDEAS Centre Opening
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teaching highlights

stuDent appraisal of teaching
semester 1 & 2, 2011

stuDent appraisal of teaching
semester 1 & 2, 2012
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subJects

Subjects 1 - 12 1st & 2nd Year
Subjects 13 - 21 3rd Year
Subjects 14 - 31 RHD

Student appraisal of teaching is 
measured on a 1-5 scale (with 5 
being the best score)

Subjects 1 - 12 1st & 2nd Year
Subjects 13 - 21 3rd Year
Subjects 14 - 29 RHD

Student appraisal of teaching is 
measured on a 1-5 scale (with 5 
being the best score)
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rhD completions

We congratulate the following  
students on their completions:

2011  
Paul Angel (msc) neutrino mass; Robert 
Barone-Nugent (msc) improving type 1a 
supernovas as distance indicators in the near 
infrared; Tim Bedin (msc) extended source 
subtraction with the mwa; Amelia Brennan 
(msc) electroweak bremsstrahlung and the 
search for dark matter; Jackson Clarke (msc) 
Quark-lepton symmetric model; Peter Cox 
(msc) higgs-radion mixing in warped extra 
dimensions; Catherine De Burgh-Day (msc) 
Detecting and studying weakly lensed objects 
using neutral hydrogen velocity maps; Chris 
Hodson (msc) the search for the higgs boson; 
Rhyan Hoey (msc) stratified spherical couette 
flow in neutron stars; Lyndon Koens (msc) 
Quantized vortices in becs; Vesna Lukic (msc) 
light absorption in quantum photosynthesis; 
Viktor Perunicic (msc) application of nv 
diamond magnetometry to biological systems; 
Peter John Ryan (msc) optical properties of 
si-nanocrystals erbium doped; James (Lachlan) 
Tantau (msc) Determination of nanoroughness 
and X-ray absorption fine structure from mass 
attenuation coefficients; Daniel Wells (msc) 
theorectical studies of recent experiments 
in non linear optics; James Wood (msc) 
improving magnetometry sensitivity through 
quantum entanglement and control. 

Dougal Maclaurin (mphil) from geometric 
phases to intracellular sensing: new application 
s of the diamond nitrogen-vacancy centre.

Joo Chew Ang (phD) Quantum computing and 
algorithm simulations; Simon Bell (phD) cold 
electrons extracted from an ultracold plasma; 
William Davey (phD) Discovery potential 
of neutral mssm higgs bosons decaying to 
tau-lepton pairs in the atlas experiment; 
Nadia Davidson (phD) measurement of the 
atlas calorimeter response to charged pions 
using minimum bias events from the large 
hadron collider; Paul Geil (phD) studying the 
epoch of hydrogen reionisation in redshifted 
21-cm radiation; Thomas Jacques (phD) Dark 
matter indirect detection and bremsstrahlung 
processes; Lenneke Jong (phD) spatial 
adiabatic passage techniques in mesoscopic 
quantum electronic systems; Melissa Makin 
(phD) the Jaynes-cummings-hubbard 
model; Anna Phan (phD) searching for the 

light supersymmetric top quark with the atlas 
experiment; Sebastian Saliba (phD)  a cold atom 
electron source for diffractive imaging; David 
Sheludko (phD) shaped electron bunches from 
ultracold plasma; Alastair Stacey (phD) surface 
engineering for quantum information processing 
in nv diamond; Cornelis (Anthony) Van Eysden 
(phD) superfluid spin up and pulsar glitch recovery; 
Lila Warszawski (phD) collective superfluid vortex 
dynamics and pulsar glitches; Lachlan Whitehead 
(phD)partially coherent diffractive imaging. 

2012  
Michael Barson (msc) fluid and cellular dynamic 
detection with nitrogen-vacancy centres in 
nanodiamonds; Hamish Brown (msc) electron 
microscopy using secondary electrons; Craig 
Burnett (msc) radio emission physics via stokes 
tomography; Jasper Cadusch (msc) novel 
plasmonic and metamaterial polarisers; Sophie 
Dawson (msc) a wide-band, synchrotron light-
based beam position monitor; Nikolai Dontschuk 
(msc) Diamond growth on aluminum nitride 
substrates; Kyle Ewert (msc) investigating scale 
and extensions of nanoroughness in gold and 
silver through X-ray absorption; Robert Henry 
(msc) negative refraction and cloaking in the 
bose-hubbard model; Henry Kirkwood (msc) 
tick, tock, the auger clock: Qualitative estimates 
of electronic damges due to a femtosecond Xfel 
pulse; Mark Kowarsky (msc) the nitrogen-
vacancy centre in motion: force tracking  berry 
phase; Mark Leong (msc) characterisation of 
ion-implanted point defects and porous structures 
in germanium; Herianto Lim (msc) optical 
switching and photoluminescence of erbium 
doped vanadium dioxide thin films; Stephen 
Lonsdale (msc) Domain-wall brane model based 
on the 650-dimensional irreducible representation 
of e6; Tracey Ly (msc) the near-infared borad 
emission lines of active galactic nuclei-how do 
they vary?; Thomas Milburn (msc) simulating 
topological quantum error correction codes; Dene 
Murphy (msc) self-field effects in a cold ion beam; 
Truong Nguyen (msc) relativistic calculation 
of the 557.7 nm oxygen forbidden transition 
line: addressing issues of gauge invariance for 
astrophysical interest; Lucas Ong (msc) search 
for heavy lepton partners of the type iii seesaw 
model using the atlas detector at the lhc; 
Tyson Peppler (msc) the quantum zeno effect 
in nitrogen vacancy centres; Pere Rados (msc) 
observation of an excess of events in the search 
for the higgs boson in the h →WW(*)→lvlv Decay 
channel produced through gluon-gludon fusion 

and vector-boson fusion, and a search 
for the higgs boson in the associated 
production mode wh →WWW(*)→lvlvlv 
using the atlas Detector; Nicholas Rodd 
(msc) analysis of neutrino mass effective 
operators and testing their signatures 
at the large hadron collider; Laurence 
Spiller (msc) scalar mass bounds in 
supersymmetric models with split families; 
Joshua  Torrance (msc) use of an 
optical dipole trap in a cold-atom electron 
source; Sophie Williams (msc) structure 
determination of proteins from X-ray 
powder diffraction data.

Sudhir Raskutti (mphil) the thermal 
memory of reionization; Jason Smith 
(mphil) numerical and analytical 
approaches to modelling 2D flocking 
phenomena.

Jay Bourke (phD) X-ray absorption fine 
structure and inelastic electron scattering 
in elemental and binary condensed 
matter systems; Marcus Doherty (phD) 
the theory of the nitrogen-vacancy 
colour centre in diamond; Jinghua Fang 
(phD) fabrication, characterization and 
applications of anodic aluminum oxide; 
Xiao Ming Goh (phD) nanometric 
apertures in metallic films for lens and 
beaming applications; Nathan Lugg 
(phD) atomic-resolution imaging using 
inelastically scattered electrons; Christina 
Magoulas (phD) the fundamental 
plane and peculiar velocities from the 
6df galaxy survey; Liam Mcguinness 
(phD) nanoscale quantum sensing using 
nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond; 
David Peake (phD) Diagnostics and 
control of transverse coupled-bunch 
instabilities in third generation electron 
storage rings; James Quach (phD) novel 
applications of condensed matter theory: 
solid-light, quantum metamaterials, and 
quantum graphity; Andrea  Ruff (phD) 
the broad emission line region of quasars 
and gravitational lensing by early-type 
galaxies; Jayne Thompson (phD) thick-
brane worlds; Angela Torrance (phD) 
fluctuation X-ray microscopy using curved 
beam illumination; David Wang (phD)
topologiccal quantum error correction and 
quantum algorithm simulations.
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2012 saw the start of the telescopes in schools program 
initiated by the astrophysics group and funded via the heppp 
scheme. 

throughout the year nine 12” meade schmidt-cassegrain 
telescopes were installed in northwestern suburban and regional 
secondary schools. the staff at these schools were provided 
with a range of professional development in order to become 
proficient in using the telescopes. 

over 50 observing sessions were held, attended by teachers, 
students, parents and volunteers from the astrophysics group. 
more significant though is the numbers of students attending 
these observing sessions, which now total in the thousands. 
we have also seen the participants in the program grow from 
astronomy and science experts and enthusiasts to those with a 
photography, french, english, medical and business background.

standout events during the year were the Transit of Venus and 
the Solar Eclipse. 

south oaKleigh 
seconDary school 

NEWS & EvENtS

on 17th may 2012, ten students from south oakleigh 
secondary college with mr hem and mr de la 
rambelya (pictured below) enjoyed another excellent 
after school physics lecture at the university of 
melbourne school of physics. the lecture was on 
einstein’s theory of relativity and was delivered by 
professor David Jamieson who is the head of the 
school of physics. it was a very thought provoking 
lecture well -pitched to the secondary school audience. 

professor Jamieson is a dynamic speaker and his 
talk was accompanied by excellent demonstrations 
assembled by steven. on the way home in the car 
with year nine and ten students, stimulated by David’s 
lecture, the discussions were on what it would be like 
to travel close to the speed of light, and then moved to 
black holes, string theory, loop quantum gravity theory, 
what is a scientific theory, the experimental work of 
michael faraday, and the interplay between theory and 
experiment…... 

our year 12 students appreciated greatly the lecture 
as they have just completed their study of einstein’s 
special theory of relativity, so the lecture provided an 
excellent compliment to what they have learnt in the 
classroom and will assist them in doing well in the mid-
year exam. 

Dr roger rassool, and coorganiser of the vce physics 
lectures associate professor max thompson, will soon 
be coming to visit us to discuss a physics research 
project our school will be participating in, which will 
involve taking measurements of cosmic ray showers,  
synchronised with the measurements being made by 
other schools. 

telescopes in schools 
- pilot program
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Discovery of the higgs-
liKe boson & ichep2012

in the words of cern’s 
Director-general: 
professor rolf heuer, 
the 36th international 
conference on high 
energy physics 
(ichep2012) was a 
‘landmark conference’. 
particularly in light of 
the announcement of 
the discovery of the 
‘higgs-like’ particle as 
curtain-raiser to the 
conference. the impact 
of the higgs discovery 
and its announcement 
in melbourne was an 
enormous coup for the 
school. 

the higgs was first 
postulated 50 years 
ago, and until 2012 
it remained the last 
piece of the standard 
model to be confirmed. 
it describes how 
fundamental particles acquire mass and its discovery is significant 
to understanding the laws that govern the universe. on July 4, both 
the atlas and cms experiments claimed evidence of a new particle 
in the mass region around 125–126 gev. experimentalists from 
the school played important roles in this discovery. for the past 25 
years, particle physicists from the university of melbourne’s school 
of physics have been contributing to the research and development 
of the atlas experiment, based at the large hadron collider in 
cern. they have also been involved in analysis of the data, and 
the development of advanced grid computing, the basis of research 
behind the experiments.

since the time of the conference, the status of the newly-found 
particle has been upgraded from ‘higgs-like’ to ‘higgs’, indicating 
that it is indeed a higgs boson. what type of higgs remains to be 
determined and will take the analysis of more data.

ichep is one of the most prestigious international scientific 
conferences in the field of particle physics. theorists and 
experimentalists from all over the world attend. the university of 
melbourne played a lead role in the organization of this conference, 
with professors geoffrey taylor (chair) (pictured above), ray volkas 
(co-chair), and elisabetta barberio on its organizing committee. 
the conference was held from 4–11 July, 2012 at the melbourne 
convention and exhibition centre.

all of the schools involved in the program held special 
observing sessions for these events and we also received 
a substantial amount of news coverage from local 
newspapers, university of melbourne newsroom and even 
the national television stations, channel 7 and channel 10! 
there was also a spot on the 3rrr radio station attended by 
three students and a teacher from the program, reviewing 
the year. 

the close of 2012 saw Dr shane huntington and Jacinta den 
besten awarded the university of melbourne professional 
staff award for “creating connections:  contribution to 
engagement” and “service to the community.” we look 
forward to increasing the number of schools participating 
and really extending the astrophotography side of the 
program in 2013, while continuing with observing and 
developing our astronomy skills.
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Dr Alan Duffy (pictured below) at Pascoe Vale Girls College during 
the 2012 eclipse
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astrophysic
the university of melbourne node of caastro 
is housed within the school of physics. the 
astrophysics group at melbourne was founded 
less than 20 years ago, but has a track-record 
of excellence in observational and theoretical 
cosmology, areas which provide the basis for our 
contributions to caastro. university of melbourne 
researchers are primarily engaged within the 
evolving universe theme of which professor stuart 
wyithe is lead, with an emphasis on epoch of 
reionisation science:

a wide field survey of neutral hydrogen in the high 
redshift universe with the murchison widefield 
array (mwa) of which the university of melbourne 
was a founding partner (wyithe, webster, mitchell, 
pindor, riding).

numerical simulation of the evolution of early 
galaxies and their interaction with the high redshift 
intergalactic gas (wyithe, tescari, bolton, Kim, 
bruns).

studies of the properties of elliptical galaxies from 
the 6df redshift survey (magoulas).

the university of melbourne is also making 
contributions to the Dark universe theme:

the use of ly-alpha in absorption and emission to 
study baryonic acoustic oscillations at high redshift 
using the next generation of widefield spectroscopic 
surveys (wyithe, bolton, greig).

2011 and 2012 saw a rapid ramp up of activity at 
melbourne in all these areas – the caastro team 
now numbers more than 12, including 4 postdocs 
and 3 phD students. amongst our research 
highlights for the year were:

we showed that the dependence of ly-alpha 
absorption on environment leads to significant 
non-gravitational features in the redshift space 
power spectrum of ly-alpha selected galaxies. as 
a result, power-spectrum measurements could be 
used as a new probe to study the astrophysics of 
the galaxy-intergalactic medium (igm) connection, 
and to measure the properties of outflows from 
star-forming galaxies. applying the modified 
redshift space power spectrum to a ly-alpha survey 
with parameters corresponding to the planned 
hobby-eberly telescope Dark energy experiment 
(hetDeX), our study found that the dependence 
of observed ly-alpha flux on velocity gradient and 

ionizing background may compromise the ability 
of ly-alpha selected galaxy redshift surveys to 
constrain cosmology using information from the 
full power spectrum. 

surveys of ly-alpha emitters indicate that tens 
of sources should be visible within an observing 
field, whereas in the vicinity of bright quasars 
none are observed. the observed difference 
indicates that the quasar environment has a 
signifi cant influence on the observed density of 
ly-alpha emitters. to quantify this effect we have 
constructed a semi-analytic model to simulate the 
effect of a luminous quasar on nearby ly-alpha 
emitters. we find the null detection implies that 
the minimum virial mass of the ly-alpha emitter 
host halos is 100 billion solar masses. this 
indicates that the intense uv emission of the 
quasar may be suppressing the star formation 
in nearby galaxies. our study illustrates that low 
redshift quasar environments may serve as a 
surrogate for studying the radiative suppression of 
galaxy formation during the epoch of reionization.

high-redshift measurements of the baryonic 
acoustic oscillation (bao) scale from large 
ly-alpha forest surveys represent the next frontier 
of dark energy studies. we constructed a model 
for producing fast, large-volume simulations of 
the ly-alpha forest for this purpose. utilizing a 
calibrated semi-analytic approach, we developed 
a method to run very large simulations in 1 
gpc^3 volumes which fully resolve the Jeans 
scale in less than a day on a desktop pc using 
a graphics processing unit enabled version of 
our code. the ly-alpha forest spectra extracted 
from our semi-analytical simulations are in 
excellent agreement with those obtained from 
a fully hydrodynamical reference simulation. we 
applied our model to simulations of the baryon 
oscillation spectroscopic survey, and also used 
our simulations to provide simple power-law 
expressions for estimating the fractional error on 
the bao scale on varying the signal-tonoise ratio 
and the number density of background sources. 

astrophysics & centre of eXcellence for all-sKy astrophysics 
(caastro)

GRouP & CENtRE REPoRtS
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astrophysic using the 6df galaxy redshift survey, we found 
that stellar population trends not just with velocity 
dispersion and fundamental plane residual, but with 
radius and surface brightness as well. the most 
remarkable finding is that the stellar population 
parameters vary through and across the plane, but 
show no variation at all along the plane, roughly 
corresponding to the parameter `luminosity 
density’. a galaxy’s position along this vector was 
being closely tied to its merger history, such that 
early-type galaxies with lower luminosity density 
are more likely to have undergone major mergers. 
this conclusion is reinforced by an examination of 
simulations, which show clear trends of merger 
history with this luminosity density. 

in 2011-2012 we successfully installed and tested 
the mwa real-time system (rts) on the real-time 
computer nodes that are temporarily housed at 
icrar, where it is being used to process data from 
the 32-tile prototype array. the rts is a wide-fi eld 
calibration and imaging pipeline that will run on-site 
at the murchison radio-astronomy observatory. 
more recently, the parallel rts development 
effort used to process data from the prototype 
array has been incorporated back into the master 
code base, with the merged software soon to be 
made available as the first official rts release. 
the software is regularly used to image data from 
site, both long integrations and wide surveys, 
and has been used to make the first detection of 
polarization from a radio galaxy with the mwa. 

During 2012 we have initiated a new state-
of-the-art program performing cosmological 
hydrodynamical simulations with which to better 
understand the interplay between galaxies and 
intergalactic medium (igm) from redshift z ~ 2 
to the epoch of reionization at z = 6 and above. 
in the next few years, deep and wide imaging 
campaigns with facilities such as skymapper will 
discover distant galaxies and quasars. at the same 
time, spectroscopic studies of bright, high redshift 
quasars with optical and near-ir facilities will probe 
the intergalactic gas which these early galaxies 
form from and subsequently interact with. Detailed 
models of this complex, non-linear interaction are 
vital for interpreting forthcoming data and guiding 
future observational programs. our theoretical 
program will be used to understand the latest 
observations.

we presented the most up-to-date thermal 
constraints on the reionization of hydrogen by 
stellar sources. we used recent measurements 
of the igm temperature in the near-zones of 
seven quasars at z ~ 5.8-6.4, combined with 
a seminumerical model for inhomogenous 
reionization, to establish new constraints on 
the redshift at which hydrogen reionization Map of temperature fluctuations in the Universe due to the inhomogeneous 

reionization of hydrogen during early galaxy formation. (Sudhir Raskutti)

completed. the near-zone temperature measurements onstrain the redshift 
by which hydrogen reionization was complete to be z > 7.9. this implies that 
future temperature measurements around other high redshift quasars will 
significantly increase the power of thistechnique, enabling these results to be 
tightened and generalised.

Work experience students on a field trip to the IMAX Hubble 3D Film at the Melbourne 
Museum 
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arc centre of eXcellence for particle 
physics at the terascale (coepp)

a large part of the effort of the experimental particle 
physics (epp) group falls within the program of coepp. 
experimental particle physics research at coepp focused 
on the mining of data collected with the cern large 
hadron collider (lhc). the dual purpose of this data 
analysis is to accurately measure the properties of the 
standard model and to search for evidence of physics 
processes that are not explained by this theory.

research at the melbourne node of coepp casts a wide 
net over the physics program of the atlas experiment 
at the lhc. the node has involvement in all aspects of 
atlas physics from detector performance and calibration, 
to particle reconstruction, simulation and the extraction 
and systematic evaluation of physical quantities. 

Discovery of the higgs boson

almost 50 years after it was first postulated, the nature 
and existence of the last remaining standard model 
particle to be discovered—the higgs boson—remained a 
mystery until this year. the 2012 was a pivotal time where 
both the lhc experiments claimed evidence of a new 
particle in the mass region around 125–126 gev in their 
quest to find the elusive higgs particle. 

members of the melbourne coepp group played 
important roles in this discovery. the team at the 
university of melbourne focused on two higgs boson 
decay modes: to a pair of w bosons and a pair of 
oppositely charged tau leptons. in the measured mass 
window the higgs decay to two w bosons is one of its 
most preferred modes of decay, yielding charged leptons 
and missing momentum from the resulting w boson 
decay. five postdoctoral researchers (Dr sara Diglio, Dr 
guilherme-hanninger, Dr takashi Kubota and Dr matteo 
volpi) and many phD and masters students participated 
to this discovery. in particular, one master student, pere 
rados, graduated with a thesis on the discovery of the 
higgs into two w-bosons.  this year tony shao graduated 
from his phD with a thesis on the higgs boson.

experts in the reconstruction of the emerging charged 
leptons, the team performed energy scale calibrations 
of the tau leptons (essential for an accurate description 
of their calorimeter energy deposition), systematic 
optimization of the sensitive analysis variables and 
development of the tracking algorithms required to 
correctly reconstruct and assign the higgs decay 
products.  in 2013 the remaining data will be interrogated 
to improve sensitivity to the new particle’s signal while 

trying to pin down the properties of the boson—it’s spin and parity—to 
prove beyond doubt that the new object is indeed the standard model 
higgs boson.

the melbourne node played crucial roles in searches for physics 
beyond the standard model, most prominently in the search for 
supersymmetry. a light stop quark (the supersymmetric analogue 
of the top quark) is widely regarded as a natural candidate for first 
discovery in most theories led by martin white with collaborators from 
cambridge (uK)

the last major discovery in particle physics before the higgs was the 
observation of neutrino oscillations in the late 1990s, indicating that 
neutrinos must have a mass. we still do not know the mechanism 
by which this mass is acquired, nor whether the neutrino is what is 
known as a “Dirac” particle or a “majorana” particle. Dr Kenji hamano 
together with one master student (nicolas rodd) leads lhc searches 
for particles that may explain the origin of neutrino mass generation, in 
events with two leptons of the same sign, and events with four leptons.

an inclusive dilepton analysis (aiDa) has been performed with clear 
leadership from coepp research in a team spread across two nodes 
(melbourne and sydney) and a partner institute (Duke). this analysis, the 
first of its type at atlas, makes precision simultaneous measurements 
of the main processes contributing to the opposite sign electron and 
muon final state using proton on proton collision data taken at a energy 
of 7 tev. the processes include the top quark pair, w boson pair and z 
to tau lepton pair production cross-sections, which are measured with 
precision surpassing or competitive with the dedicated measurements. 
by mapping the inclusive phase space of jet multiplicity and missing 
transverse energy in regions beyond where standard model processes 
are expected to contribute, the approach also provides a model 
independent search for new physics. future iterations of aiDa will 
explicitly exploit this novel feature.

belle anD belle ii 

belle is the experiment at the KeKb asymmetric electron-positron 
accelerator which provided the worlds’ highest luminosity collider 
and made copious numbers of b-mesons. belle has made numerous 
discoveries since it commenced data collection in 1999, including 
the observation of cp violation in b-meson decays, the first such 
measurement outside the neutral kaon system. the significance of 
belle was recognized by the 2008 nobel prize for physics, awarded to 
nambu, Kobayashi and maskawa for “the discovery of the origin of the 
broken symmetry which predicts the existence of at least three families 
of quarks in nature”. the citation prominently highlights the results of 
belle. the epp group has played a major role in the belle collaboration 
and has significantly contributed to the success of this experiment.

eXperimental particle physics (epp) &  
arc centre of eXcellence for particle physics at the 
terascale (coepp)
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epp/

KeKb ceased operation in 2010 and belle is now 
completing the analysis of the data acquired during 
it’s operation. many papers continue to be published 
from this dataset and in 2012, belle published 21 
new papers. the physics for 2012 highlight was 
the paper titled “observation of two charged 
bottomonium-like resonances in y(5s) decays” in 
which we observe exotic mesons containing at least 
4 quarks. 

the belle ii project is to upgrade the original KeKb 
accelerator and increase it’s collision rate (luminosity) 
by a factor of 80 along with a comensurate upgrade 
to the belle detector to enable it make full use of 
this massive increase in data. the aim of belle ii is 
to search for physics beyond the standard model 
via precision measurements and rare or forbidden 
decays. consequently, belle ii is complementary 
to the search at high energy made by the atlas 
experiment. elisabetta barberio was awarded an 
arc Discovery grant to construct layer 3 of the inner 
tracking detector and to search for lepton-flavour 
violation in tau-decays. martin sevior leads the 
distributed computing group charged with delivering 
a working grid system to the belle ii experiment. 

construction of the belle ii project is well underway 
and first collisions are expected in 2016.

nectar computing proJect 

the nectar computing project rt07 “high 
throughput computing for globally connected 
science” aims to build eresearch tools to enable 
the members of the coepp to be full participants 
in the hunt for new physics at the cern large 
hadron collider (lhc) and to provide the tools and 
underlying infrastructure to enable other australian 
groups to become full-participants in high throughput 
computing for nationally and globally distributed 
projects in their respective disciplines.

the project will provide: 

•	 a national cloud based, general purpose and 
high throughput data processing, simulation and 
analysis solution made up of three “local” (tier 
3) facilities at each of adelaide, melbourne and 
sydney. these will be tightly integrated with each 
other and also with the australian tier 2 lhc site 
in melbourne. 

•	 an international cloud-based grid site that 
corresponds to a world large hadron collider 
computing grid (wlcg) “tier 2” built on the 
research cloud provided nectar and employing 
storage provided by rDsi.

while these tools will be primarily designed to 
satisfy the needs of coepp they will also be directly 
beneficial to other australian research communities 
which require one or more of:

1. high throughput data processing, simulation and 
analysis; 

2. national and global connectivity; 

3. the need to share data and or compute resources; 
and 

4. large scale data analysis with complex software requirements. 

this project is led by martin sevior. Joanna huang is the team-leader of the 
developers. we receive substantial support from lucien boland and sean 
crosby within the coepp research computing team. by the end of 2012 we had 
developed a working tier-3 facility of around 200 cpu cores and demonstrated the 
ability to run grid jobs directly in the nectar research cloud. we will complete 
the project by the end of 2013.

accelerator physics anD instrumentation

international collaborations with cern, psi and KeK have played a vital role in 
the group’s accelerator research program. support of the australian synchrotron, 
ansto, berthold and Dectris been crucial to the effort.  

Detectors anD instrumentation

the pilatus collaboration has now expanded considerably to include several 
other detector development projects.  internationally, we now play a major role 
in the characterisation of the detector and the design of upgrades. successful 
measurements of the rate dependence of pilatus2 at the australian synchrotron 
saX/waXs beam-line were carried out.

a differentiation between traditional integrated detectors such as ccD/cmos 
devices and the newer single photon counting detectors such as pilatus is 
their behaviour at high photon flux.  we have identified that standard laboratory 
methods for correcting for the count-rate losses are insufficient and introduce 
significant errors at high flux. a preliminary monte carlo model which replicated 
the results was presented at the synchrotron radiation instrumentation (sri) 
conference in lyon, france.

in collaboration with Dectris, the outcomes from this work have now been 
incorporated into a major upgrade of the detector. pilatus3 now includes an 
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“instant retrigger” where the analogue readout behind 
the sensor monitors how the system is responding to flux 
and corrects on-the-fly for any perceived loss of counts. 
critical tests of a pre-production prototype pilatus3 are 
now being undertaken in collaboration with the sls, 
als, and esrf demonstrating the effectiveness of this 
cutting-edge readout technology. we have a strong and 
productive working relationship with both Dectris and 
psi in switzerland and look forward to its continued 
development.

in the medical imaging domain, the exciting potential 
for non-invasive measurement of arterial blood 
radioactivity with the niam3 imaging system will progress 
to phase0 medical trials, in collaboration with the austin 
hospital pet centre.  the smaller footprint niam3 uses 
in-house developed position sensitive detector modules, 
based on state-of-the-art silicon-pmt technology.   
results from this work have been presented at the world 
molecular imaging conference (wmic) in Dublin, ireland.

with an arc linkage grant a program of atomic and 
condensed matter science with advanced X-rays 
in partnership with bruker and Detect australia is 
underway. 

accelerator physics

the next generation e+e- linear collider design study from 
cern is the clic project with its associated test facilities 
(ctf3, atf2, cesr-ta) and light sources collaborating on 
damping ring studies (sls, as, Diamond). roger rassool, 
mark boland and Kent wootton were co-authors for the 
conceptual Design reports for clic [4-6], contributing 
to the modelling and measurements on the damping 
rings studying how to produce beams with emittances 
that are close the quantum limit as required at clic. 
in 2011 a world record for vertical emittance was set 
by accelerator group. in 2012 further improvements in 
emittance minimisation resulted in a mere 0.35 pm rad 
emittance with indications that the quantum limit has 
been reached. no existing diagnostics on the storage ring 
existed to measure accurately such small electron beams. 
Kent wootton invented a new technique using an x-ray 
beamline in a novel vertical undulation mode which is now 
being refined to reach the sensitivities required to measure 
the new world record.

the detector expertise of the group led to collaborative 
development of accelerator beam diagnostics for the 
as, ctf3 and lhc. to measure and control head-tail 
instabilities in the beam bunches, a multi-band instability 
monitor is being developed to measure signatures 
currently beyond the reach of conventional time-domain 
detectors. masters student thomas lucas is building a 
detector for the picosecond bunches at the australian 
synchrotron storage ring. an improved version of the 
fill pattern monitor developed by the epp group for the 
australian synchrotron is being installed at ctf3 to 
monitor the bunch charges at a 12 ghz repetition rate.

2012, marked the second year of coepp operation and 
was a time of discovery and achievement for the field 
of particle physics. it saw the international conference 

in high-energy physics 2012 (ichep2012) held in melbourne, with 
the discovery of a higgs-like boson, announced in a two-way link with 
cern. this landmark discovery was fifty years in the making. coepp had 
deep involvement with both the discovery—via its work on the atlas 
experiment—and with the organisation of the conference itself. coepp 
researchers featured widely in the media during this time and were called 
upon to comment on the higgs discovery, dark matter and neutrino mass 
in both the national and international arena. they appeared in front page 
stories in the australian, melbourne’s the age and the sydney morning 
herald, and in prominent multimedia features on the fairfax and news 
ltd networks of websites.

in 2012 coepp had 13 chief investigators, six partner investigators, 
29 research staff and 50 research students across all four nodes. an 
experimental particle-physics team has been established in the adelaide 
node under the guidance of Dr paul Jackson, and a theoretical particle 
physics team—led by Dr archil Kobakhidze—is being established at 
the sydney node. these teams lead the way in collaborative research 
between the two areas of particle physics: theoretical and experimental. 
whilst coepp experimentalists have a major interest in the atlas 
experiment, they are also involved with other leading international 
collaborations including the collider Detector at fermilab (cDf), belle 
collaboration; and the compact muon solenoid experiment (cms) at 
cern.

research outputs were high, with over 350 refereed journal papers 
published. a number of high-profile international visitors presented 
talks and colloquia to coepp researchers throughout the year; and 
similarly, coepp researchers traversed the globe to present their work 
to colleagues at leading universities. coepp also organized a number of 
workshops and symposia during the year, including the large hadron 
collider theory workshop; the australia–italy symposium (to promote 
and establish collaboration between australian and italian physicists); and 
the coepp workshop in lorne where coepp researchers and partner 
institutions presented their latest findings.

coepp’s outreach program was strong and nationally-based. it included 
the July public lecture series where prominent international particle 
physicists spoke on high-energy physics. speakers included fabiola 
gianotti (atlas spokesperson); raman sudrum (university of maryland) 
and young-Kee Kim (fermilab). a well-attended high-school masterclass 
was held at the australian synchrotron in partnership with australian 
collaboration for accelerator science. in the masterclass students 
worked with Dr martin white (atlas experiment), Dr David barney 
(cms experiment) and utilised real data from cern. other outreach 
activities included public exhibitions held at scienceworks museum, 
national science week events, the building and exhibition of a to-scale 
lego model of the atlas experiment, high-school talks and public 
events.

progress for arc centre of 
eXcellence for particle physics 
at the terascale (coepp)

2012, marked the second year of coepp operation and was a time of 
discovery and achievement for the field of particle physics. it saw the 
international conference in high-energy physics 2012 (ichep2012) held 
in melbourne, with the discovery of a higgs-like boson, announced in 
a two-way link with cern. this landmark discovery was fifty years in 
the making. coepp had deep involvement with both the discovery—via 
its work on the atlas experiment—and with the organisation of the 
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conference itself. coepp researchers featured widely 
in the media during this time and were called upon 
to comment on the higgs discovery, dark matter and 
neutrino mass in both the national and international 
arena. they appeared in front page stories in the 
australian, melbourne’s the age and the sydney 
morning herald, and in prominent multimedia features 
on the fairfax and news ltd networks of websites.

in 2012 coepp had 13 chief investigators, six partner 
investigators, 29 research staff and 50 research 
students across all four nodes. an experimental 
particle-physics team has been established in the 
adelaide node under the guidance of Dr paul Jackson, 
and a theoretical particle physics team—led by Dr 
archil Kobakhidze—is being established at the sydney 
node. these teams lead the way in collaborative 
research between the two areas of particle physics: 
theoretical and experimental. whilst coepp 
experimentalists have a major interest in the atlas 
experiment, they are also involved with other leading 
international collaborations including the collider 
Detector at fermilab (cDf), belle collaboration; and 
the compact muon solenoid experiment (cms) at 
cern.

research outputs were high, with over 350 refereed 
journal papers published. a number of high-profile 
international visitors presented talks and colloquia to 
coepp researchers throughout the year; and similarly, 
coepp researchers traversed the globe to present 
their work to colleagues at leading universities. coepp 
also organized a number of workshops and symposia 
during the year, including the large hadron collider 
theory workshop; the australia–italy symposium 
(to promote and establish collaboration between 
australian and italian physicists); and the coepp 
workshop in lorne where coepp researchers and 
partner institutions presented their latest findings.

coepp’s outreach program was strong and nationally-
based. it included the July public lecture series 
where prominent international particle physicists 
spoke on high-energy physics. speakers included 
fabiola gianotti (atlas spokesperson); raman 
sudrum (university of maryland) and young-Kee Kim 
(fermilab). a well-attended high-school masterclass 
was held at the australian synchrotron in partnership 
with australian collaboration for accelerator science. 
in the masterclass students worked with Dr martin 
white (atlas experiment), Dr David barney (cms 
experiment) and utilised real data from cern. other 
outreach activities included public exhibitions held 
at scienceworks museum, national science week 
events, the building and exhibition of a to-scale lego 
model of the atlas experiment, high-school talks 
and public events. 
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marc & cqc2t
the microanalytical research centre (marc) has an extensive suite of advanced 
materials and device fabrication and characterization facilities and undertakes 
research principally in the areas of silicon and diamond materials and device 
development, with a particular focus on ion beam processing and ion beam 
analysis. research activities in 2011-12 were dominated by the research 
themes of the australian research council centre of excellence for Quantum 
computation and communication technology (cQc2t) and the bionic eye project 
of bionic vision australia. there were also key programs in single photon source 
development for applications in quantum communications, development of 
graphene devices, diamond detector development, and nano-diamond sensing. 

the melbourne node of cQc2t is lead by prof. lloyd hollenberg with prof. David 
Jamieson managing the experimental programs of the centre. in 2011-12 cQc2t 
has enjoyed considerable international success with key papers including “a 
single-atom electron spin qubit in silicon”, J. J. pla et al., nature, 489, 541–545, 
(2012) demonstrating for the first time the fundamental building block for a silicon-
based quantum computer.  and, there are more papers to come in the near future 
as the centre continues to produce world-leading research in solid-state quantum 
computation. locally, the installation and development of the marc group’s 
dilution refrigerator with a unique 3D vector magnet and optical access will in the 
near future produce an important expansion of the group’s ability to fabricate and 
measure quantum-device structures. 

the diamond group lead by prof. steven prawer is recognised internationally for its 
research in the field of diamond-based quantum optics and quantum computing 
and its involvement in the bionic vision australia consortium to develop the 
bionic eye has been a major research focus in 2011-12. in a major development 
in 2012, bionic vision australia researchers successfully performed the first 
implantation of a prototype bionic eye with 24 electrodes and the recipient was 
able to experience some vision. this augurs well for future developments in the 
project and it is testament to the hard work and dedication of the researchers in 
the program that such rapid progress has been made. in addition to the research 
highlights of the program several new key research infrastructure items have been 
added to the marc group facilities through the bionic eye program including an 
optical profilometer, laser cutter, laser welder, indium evaporator and bonder. 

the major research programs in the marc group have continued to foster 
strong collaborations with other research groups in australia including latrobe 
university, royal melbourne institute of technology university, university of new 
south wales, university of adelaide and the australian national university, and 
internationally including sandia national laboratory, cea grenoble, university 
of ulm, and university of stuttgart. the strong research programs of the group 
continue to attract excellent postdoctoral fellows, students and international 
visitors. space is tight but thus far we have been able to find everyone a home.

the education infrastructure fund/superscience heavy ion accelerator 
project, which is jointly managed between anu and university of melbourne, 
commenced funding in the latter half of 2009 and has provided $1.3m over 
the time period 2009-12 to develop equipment and resources for the pelletron 
laboratory. this important funding boost has allowed this core infrastructure to 
be revitalized and restored and for new equipment to be developed including a 
unique pixilated X-ray detector and related analysis chamber that will represent a 
major advance in micro-analysis when it comes on-line in 2013-14. 

The MMI held a public event giving political, technical and 
economic perspectives on water recycling. From left to right: 
Prof M. Porter (Deakin University), Prof P. Scales (University 
of Melbourne), Prof S. Prawer, Dr A. Bandt (The Greens MP) 
(credit: Casamento Photography)

Dr Georgina Such, The University of Melbourne (credit: 
L’Oréal Australia/sdpmedia.com.au) 

microanalytical research centre (marc) & arc centre of 
eXcellence for Quantum computation anD communication 
technology (cQc2t)
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marc & cqc2t
the school of physics is the host department of the interdisciplinary 
melbourne materials institute (mmi). the mmi is one of six 
interdisciplinary research institutes, established by the university to 
foster new research collaborations internally and externally to solve major 
social, economic and environmental challenges.

the mmi has brought together researchers across the faculties of 
science, engineering, mDhs and arts through seed funding, networking 
events, and research workshops. the excellence of materials research 
at the university is exemplified by the highest citation rate in materials 
science in australia1 and two researchers in the thomson reuters 
ranking of top 100 materials scientists (professor frank caruso 
#17, associate professor rachel caruso #21). early career materials 
researchers have also excelled, with Dr georgina such awarded a l’oreal 
women in science fellowship in 2011. phD student brandon macDonald 
(bio21 institute) was selected as one of sixteen 2011 fresh scientists 
for his work to lower the cost of renewable energy by making solar cells 
from nanocrystal inks.

over the last two years, the collective expertise of melbourne 
researchers has resulted in funding success with over $13.6 million in 
grants from the arc. a further $13.8 million was awarded by state and 
federal governments for research into materials processing for water 
treatment, carbon dioxide capture and printable solar cells. 

the mmi supports materials research through the following themes: 
energy, materials conservation, materials for medicine, materials 
processing, and quantum and nanophotonic materials. significant funding 
is provided through seed grants ($430,000 provided by the mmi to 13 
projects over 2011-2012), as well as financial and administrative support 
for workshops, publications and a visitor program. the visitor program 
has seen visits and new collaborations form with: a/prof eva harth 
(vanderbilt university), prof christ van de walle (ucsb), prof David 
awschalom (ucsb), Dr robert miller (ibm), prof Kenneth Dawson 
(university college Dublin) and Dr Xavier sauvage (cnrs, france). an 
array of international experts visited the university in January 2012 as 
part of the mmi symposium on diamond photonics that was co hosted 
with harvard university.

a highlight of the research program has been the successful implantation 
of an early prototype bionic eye by bionic vision australian. the mmi 
and the school of physics are members of this national consortium, 
fabricating a high-density diamond electrode array for the high acuity 
vision prototype.

Ngalangangpum School, Nancy Nodea. © Copyright in this 
artwork and text remains with the Artist and Warmun Art 
Centre respectively

Artist’s impression of the current generation of the BVA epiretinal 
device, tacked in positioned over the macular. (credit: David 
Garrett)

melbourne materials institute (mmi)

a major new pilot program to support materials research 
infrastructure was initiated by the mmi in 2012. the program 
provides technical support and academic leadership for key 
infrastructure platforms across the university, as well as at the 
melbourne centre for nanofabrication (mcn). the university 
is a partner of the mcn and the mmi has facilitated increased 
utilisation of the facilities over the past 18 months.

the mmi is fostering the next generation of materials 
researchers through the mmi-csiro materials science 
phD scholarship program. through joint supervision with 
csiro, 14 students have received scholarship ‘top-ups’ to 
$30,000p.a. the program provides increased collaboration 
between university researchers and the csiro as well as 
excellent training for the students. 

the mmi public lecture series has covered a broad range 
of topics. in 2011 associate professor eva harth from 
vanderbilt university presented on her work on nanosponges 
for targeted cancer treatment. later in the year professor 
peter scales spoke about the materials processing issues 
relating to water recycling as part of the public event on water 
recycling – from toilet to tap. he was joined by greens mp 
adam bandt and professor michael porter (alfred Deakin 
research institute) who provided perspectives on the 
associated political and social issues. in 2012, the mmi held 
public lectures on diamonds for the quantum age (professor 
David awschalom, ucsb), medical bionics (professor robert 
shepherd, bionics institute) and the science of conserving 
indigenous australian art (a/professor robyn sloggett, 
Dr petronella nel from the university of melbourne and 
indigenous australian artists from warmun art centre).
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research into plasmonics and metamaterials, led by ann 
roberts and supported by australian research council 
Discovery and linkage projects, has also led to the 
development of novel nanoscale photonic devices and 
metamaterials and plasmonic. 

in collaboration with Dr tim Davis from csiro particular 
focus during 2011 and 2012 has been on the development 
of active devices where a nanoantenna controls and shapes 
the radiation of light produced by emitters such as quantum 
dots or defects in diamond. recent papers in applied physics 
letters, optics express and optical materials express have 
focussed on demonstrating designs for ultracompact optical 
devices including lenses and polarising elements. 

Dr tim James also started work as a research fellow on the 
nanoantenna project and has made outstanding contributions 
to the development of fabrication capability using the facilities 
of the melbourne centre for nanofabrication. 

the group was also joined in early 2011 by Dr Daniel gomez, 
recipient of an arc australian postdoctoral fellowship, who 
is working toward the development of a spasar – devices 
for amplifying surface plasmons. in mid-2011, along with 
researchers from the reserve bank of australia and professor 
paul mulvaney from bio 21 and the school of chemistry,     
a/prof roberts was awarded a linkage project award from 
the arc to develop novel plasmonic optical security devices. 

research into the developments of novel imaging techniques 
was boosted by the award of an arc Discovery early career 
researcher award to Dr shan shan Kou who arrived in april 
2012 and is leading work into the development of three-
dimensional imaging techniques for live cell imaging. the 
collaboration with the university’s centre for cultural materials 
conservation is also progressing with papers accepted in the 
Journal of the american institute of conservation and the 
proceedings of lacona iX. 

the research team has also been awarded a grant through the 
university’s interdisciplinary seed funding scheme to look at 
climate control and physical changes in artworks in museums.
the ultracold plasma cold electron experiment is a collaboration 
with the tcmp group (arc Discovery project high-resolution 

Growing Tall Poppies Climate Change outreach project

optical physics
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False-colour image of arbitarily shaped cold electron bunch. An electron bunch was created in the bat shaped pattern and then detected after 24cm free-
propagation distance. Beacause the electrons are very cold, the pattern is retained.

electron diffraction imaging for the nanosciences; allen, nugent, 
roberts and scholten) and with the arc centre of excellence 
in coherent X-ray science. laser-cooled and trapped atoms are 
first excited with an on-resonant infrared laser, and the excited 
atoms are then photoionised with a blue laser pulse tuned 
precisely to the ionisation threshold.  electrons are released 
with almost zero excess energy, such that their temperature 
is only 10 Kelvin and their corresponding coherence length is 
10 nanometres, sufficient for diffraction imaging of large bio-
molecules.  the initial electron bunch can be created in arbitrary 
shapes by appropriate patterning of the excitation laser beam, 
and because the electrons are so cold, that pattern is retained 
during propagation (see nature physics 7 p785, 2011).  

in other work as part of the electron diffraction imaging project, 
we unambiguously demonstrated coherent diffractive imaging 
with a high-coherence electron transmission microscope.  the 
work led by corey putkunz used ptychographic methods to 
obtain atomic-resolution images of a boron nitride cone, with 
higher resolution than would otherwise be obtained for the 
microscope configuration (see physical review letters 108 
073901, 2012).

the group also continued its productive collaboration on 
diamond quantum sensors with prof. hollenberg.  we have 
shown that diamond nv centre magnetometry has the 
sensitivity needed for non-invasively detecting electrical neural 
impulses (see nature scientific reports 2 p401, 2012).   
a/prof scholten was awarded the 2011 David syme prize for 
his contributions to research with diamond nv centres and with 
ultracold electrons.

the X-ray optics, synchrotron science and atomic physics sub-
group [chris chantler, zwi barnea] has had great success with 

notable media highlights, an article in physical review letters 
and major papers across several fields. Jay bourke’s phD thesis 
was cited by the referee as one of the best to have crossed his 
desk, on the new fields of [photo-] electron imfp measurement 
and theory which stem from our experimental work with 
synchrotrons and our X-ray extended range technique. we 
obtained first fruits of the field of measurement of the inelastic 
mean free path of the [photo-]electron through matter (bourke 
and chantler, J phys chem a116, p 3202, 2012). in the last two 
years, a collaboration with Dr stephen best in the school of 
chemistry and other institutions has led to a new approach to 
fluorescence Xafs and dilute systems but especially has enabled 
high precision and Xafs accuracy for 15 K cryostat cells – called 
the hybrid technique. students have developed the prototype 
experiments on non-destructive nanoroughness measurement 
using X-rays at the anbf and at the australian synchrotron.

our theoretical developments of relativistic atomic physics have 
led to great acclaim internationally, and we have been reported 
as a laboratory highlight for a theoretical project. (chantler et al., J 
phys b 46, 015001, 2012) perhaps the biggest highlight was the 
first sign of a pattern of discrepancy of QeD from the theoretical 
computation. chantler et al., phys. rev. lett. 109, 153001, 2012) 
which was also highlighted in physics today. 

members of the group continue to contribute to other 
organisations. ann roberts became president of the australian 
optical society, an organisation devoted to the promotion of 
optical science and engineering in australia.
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arc centre of eXcellence for 
coherent X-ray science (cXs)

2012 has been another great year for the arc centre of excellence 
for coherent X-ray science. we continue to develop and diversify 
and our science continues to be outstanding. as will be discussed 
in more detail below, professor Keith nugent’s time has been rather 
fractured with commitments to both a major sustainability program 
at the university of melbourne for the first half of the year and a 
nominal 20% commitment to the australian synchrotron for the 
entire year. while this has been demanding, the leadership of cXs 
has been in very safe hands with assistant Director harry Quiney, 
Deputy Director leann tilley and chief operating officer tania 
smith.

as part of our continuing development, we welcomed a new 
program into cXs from monash university led by associate 
professor martin scanlon. this new aspect of our work is 
developing extremely well. 

we will discuss some scientific achievements further along, but 
we think we have some non-scientific achievements to also be 
proud of. chief operating officer tania smith was asked by the 
arc to convene the inaugural meeting of coos for all centres of 
excellence across australia. this is a terrific recognition of the fact 
that cXs is recognised as being amongst the best run coes and that 
tania is a major contributor of ideas as to how to manage what are 
rather idiosyncratic and diverse organisations. efficient and nimble 
management is critical to a successful centre of excellence. we 
should also be delighted with the continued success of the growing 
tall poppies program. this initiative continues to attract national 
attention and we were all delighted to see its Director, Dr eroia 
barone-nugent, recognised as a finalist in the high school teacher 
section of the eureka prizes this year. centres of excellence, as the 
premier research structures supported by the australian research 
council, are expected to take their outreach activities very seriously 
and our very outcome-focussed approach makes it is safe to claim 
that we do it better and more effectively than perhaps any other 
centre.

it is also a pleasure to note the recognition for cXs members 
including Dr victor streltsov being awarded a Japanese society for 
the promotion of science fellowship, Dr ben norton gaining second 
place in the canon extreme imaging competition with publicity via 
cosmos and national geographic. Dr ved mooga was awarded a 
poster prize with the melbourne protein group.

2013 sees the conclusion of the current funding round and we are 
now deeply engaged in planning what to do next. the relationships 
and collaborative links that characterise cXs are enormously 
valuable and we think establish the basis for a further world-leading 
research program. it is our view that, in particular, our work on 
the application of X-ray free electron lasers to structural biology 
is putting us in an excellent position to spearhead our national 
engagement in this new scientific frontier. the work of university of 

melbourne alumnus and cXs partner investigator, professor henry 
chapman, and his team continues to demolish potential barriers and 
continues to give a great deal of confidence that this important new 
approach to biomolecular structural determination is going to be 
profoundly important. and, while this area will remain the keystone, 
the other projects that are emerging as our discussions progress are 
also tremendously exciting.

the scientific goals for cXs are of course deeply integrated into the 
development of the australian synchrotron and it was important 
both for us and for the nation that the australian synchrotron 
continues to thrive and grow. the demands for expertise in the 
synchrotron has seriously depleted the staff of cXs with professor 
andrew peele taking on the full-time role of head of science 
and with professor Keith nugent taking on the part-time role as 
Director, both commencing in 2011. 2011 was very much a year 
for groundwork with the australian synchrotron. andrew has 
done a wonderful job at helping improve communications and 
structures internally and Keith concentrated on making sure that 
the external perceptions of the synchrotron were correct; that the 
australian synchrotron is recognised as a well-managed and highly 
productive facility that is delivering great science for australia. with 
the perceptions sorted out and proven via a clear analysis of the 
performance, Keith and andrew were in a position to make the 
case for ongoing funding. it was a bit of a roller-coaster ride but by 
the middle of the year it was clear that they were going to secure 
a budget of $100m over four years from a range of stakeholders. 
this is a tight budget for the facility but will secure the operation 
for the next four years and allow the australian synchrotron to 
develop an ongoing base of funding and hopefully to develop the 
capital program, including the construction of more beamlines. we 
are delighted that ansto has stepped up to be the operator of the 
facility. the australian synchrotron has found its natural home with 
ansto and we are very confident about its future.

cXs can be proud of the role its members have played in this latest 
chapter of the development of the australian synchrotron. it is 
indicative of the esteem in which we are collectively held and we 
have played a national leadership role that has possibly been to 
the cost of our own scientific productivity. however, it has been 
tremendously important to have taken this on and cXs and the 
research it will have spawned over the years to come will be the 
beneficiary. the development of the soft X-ray imaging branch-line 
is just one important example.
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The Ultracold Plasma Source team

Science at work

CXS student office

cXs continues to make major scientific contributions. we have 
led a major collaboration in the development of high-resolution 
soft X-ray imaging and we have, over the last seven years, 
developed a wide range of novel approaches and brought them 
to the point where they can be reliably applied. while we did 
experience some technical challenges with the development 
of our facility at the advanced photon source, it has now been 
brought back to australia and we are in the process of installing 
it at the branch line at the australian synchrotron. we hope that 
this will be an important scientific resource for the future of 
australia. we have also had a major project in the development 
of the naDia (novel algorithms for Diffraction imaging 
applications) software package that is to be made available 
to the international community. professor leann tilley and 
colleagues had an article highlighted on the cover of trends in 
parasitology and a high profile paper in physical review letters 
from a team led by Dr corey putkunz was reported as a highlight 
in the asia pacific physics newsletter.

we were also delighted that Dr brian abbey and colleagues 
gained the first access by an australian team to the linac 
coherent light source X-ray free electron laser at the slac 
laboratory in stanford. the results from this experiment are 
extremely exciting and we hope to announce their publication in 
next year’s report.

cXs members have continued to play a role in the public eye. 
professor andrew peele has been interviewed in the canberra 
times. associate professor robert sang and professor Dave 
Kielpinski have appeared on the program scope on channel 10. 
robert also undertook the Queensland branch of the australian 
institute of physics annual youth tour with lectures across 
Queensland.

we hosted felix frank, Jacob taylor, ron steer, paul Janssen 
and Jamie white as visitors over the year and we welcomed 
new members andrew martin, t’mir Julius, luke formosa, 
coralie millet, chen Xie, rory spiers, richard taylor, aidan 
Jessen, ashish tripathi, martin scanlon, martin williams and 
biswaranjan mohanty.

professor Keith nugent has accepted a position as Deputy 
vice-chancellor and Deputy president (research) at la trobe 
university. the reasons for his decision to accept this position 
are complex but he steps down from his leadership of cXs 
with considerable regret. while he will continue to be an active 
member of cXs, he considers his role as its leader for the best 
part of eight years to have been a tremendous privilege. he 
is delighted, however, to be able to move to a senior position 
with la trobe university as it has been an exemplary partner 
institution and the cXs experimental methods program will 
have its home at la trobe university from 2013. cXs is in good 
hands as professor leann tilley steps up to the Director’s role.
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in 2011-2012, the team led by prof lloyd hollenberg 
(including researchers in the centre for Quantum 
computation and communication technology) 
conducted research into a diverse range of projects 
from quantum computing to quantum sensing. 
in quantum silicon electronics ab-initio work was 
conducted in collaboration with prof. russo (rmit), 
and with the group of prof. Klimeck (purdue) and 
prof. simmons (unsw) theory work underpinned 
the fabrication and measurement of nanowires a few 
atoms in width (science 2012), and the first single 
atom transistor (nature nanotechnology 2012). 
highlights in diamond based quantum sensing, 
include the world’s first quantum measurement 
in a living cell (nature nanotechnology 2011), 
nanoscale electric field measurements (nature 
physics 2011), and proof-of-concept work towards 
neuronal imaging (nature scientific reports 2012). in 
quantum computing, centre researchers developed 
a technique achieving the largest error threshold 
for quantum error correction and simulated a 
world record instance of shor’s quantum factoring 
algorithm.

arc australian professorial fellow les allen 
delivered invited talks at the XXii congress and 
general assembly of the international union 
of crystallography in 2011 and at the european 
microscopy conference in 2012. he was an invited 
lecturer at the 5th summer school on aberration 
corrected stem organized by the superstem 
facility in the uK. his student, Dr adrian D’alfonso 
was a recipient of the bragg medal for the best phD 
in physics in australia in 2011. a research highlight 
for the subgroup led by prof. allen was a paper 
published with researchers in spain and france in 
the high profile journal angewandte chemie and 
in which the chemical imaging at atomic resolution 
of the structure industrially important catalytic 
nanocrystals was determined. a paper was also 
published in applied physics letters on determining 
ferroelectric polarity at the nanoscale, which was 
highlighted in virtual Journal of nanoscale science & 
technology. an invited review paper was published 
in the materials research society bulletin on 
chemical mapping at atomic resolution using energy-
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. a major advance was 
reported in physical review letters where atom-
scale ptychographic electron diffractive imaging (of 
boron nitride cones) was demonstrated.

in 2011-2012, researchers in the subgroup of Dr 
andy martin conducted research into a diverse 
range of areas from the study of the properties 
of ultracold gases and the emergence of domain 
structures in early universe dynamics, to the 
properties of coupled atom cavity systems and the 
accumulation of measurable geometric phases in 
rotating nitrogen-vacancy defects. specifically, in 
the area of ultracold gas research, this group, in 
collaboration with prof t.m. fromhold (university 
of nottingham, u.K.), Dr t.e. Judd (tubingen 
university, germany) and Dr r.g. scott (university 
of trento, italy), showed that thin dielectric films 
can be used to enhance the performance of passive 
atomic mirrors. this work was selected to appear in 
the 2011 special highlights edition of new Journal of 
physics. additional highlights in the field of ultracold 
gas research included: (i) the design of an atom 
interferometer using adiabatic passage protocols 
for a dilute gas bose-einstein condensate in a three 
well system; (ii) in collaboration with Dr D.h.J. o’Dell 
(mcmaster university, canada), prof s.J.J.m.f. 
Kokkelmans (eindhoven university of technology, 
the netherlands) and Dr n.g. parker (newcastle 
university, u.K.), the determination of the stability 
regimes of a bose-einstein condensate in a synthetic 
magnetic field; (iii) in collaboration with assoc. 
prof. harry Quiney, new universal thermodynamic 
properties of strongly interacting rotating ultracold 
gases. work carried out in collaboration with 
prof lloyd hollenberg and Dr andrew greentree 
(rmit) demonstrated the possibility of a new 
class of dynamic quantum metamaterials, based 
on the quantum properties of coupled atom-cavity 
arrays. further work in this field demonstrated the 
possibility of new strongly correlated states of light, 
which have analogies with the fractional quantum 
hall effect. also, in collaboration with Dr andrew 
greentree (rmit), the emergence of domain 
structures in early universe dynamics were studied. 
finally, in collaboration with prof. lloyd hollenberg, 
the group of Dr andy martin demonstrated that the 
internal magnetic states of a single nitrogen-vacancy 
defect, within a rotating diamond crystal, acquire 
geometric phases. the analysis also provides the 
basis for quantifying geometric phase shift effects 
in the use of nanodiamonds as high precision 
translational and rotational sensors.

theoretical conDenseD matter physics (tcmp)
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assoc. prof. harry Quiney was appointed to a 
continuing position as senior lecturer in tcmp in 
July 2011 and was promoted to reader in october 
2012. he is also Deputy Director of the arc centre 
of excellence for coherent X-ray science (cXs) and 
the leader of its theory and modelling group. he 
has led the development of methods to exploit the 
brightness of X-ray free-electron laser sources 
in the imaging of biomolecules and in the use of 
partially-coherent light sources in coherent diffractive 
imaging applications. he collaborates closely with 
the allen subgroup on the development of new 
imaging algorithms and with the martin subgroup 
on the realization of advanced many-body theories 
for ultra-cold fermi gases. he is continuing earlier 
work on the development of relativistic electronic 
structure theories for the interpretation of high-
precision atomic and molecular spectroscopy and 
has recently developed collaborations with Dave 
Kielpinski (griffith) and Jeff Davis (swinburne) to 
model time-dependent electronic phenomena.  
recent highlights include the publication of a 
dynamical theory describing the interaction of a 
biomolecule with femtosecond X-ray pulses (nature 
physics) and the experimental demonstration of 
broadband X-ray imaging using a modal analysis of 
partially coherent sources (nature photonics).

arc australian research fellow Dr snjezana 
tomljenovic-hanic joined tcmp in 2010, a phD 
student, Kelvin chung, commenced in february 
2011 and a phD student asma Khalid commenced in 
february 2012. 

in 2011 her team invented a new hybrid approach 
for inducing a high-Q cavity only by the presence 
of nanodiamonds, which was invited for inclusion 
in a special issue of optics express: “collective 
phenomena in photonic, plasmonic and hybrid 
structures” two hybrid diamond structures have 
been investigated in 2011. studies of hybrid 
diamond-tellurite glass structures have been 
pioneered in collaboration with the university of 
adelaide. this work has already been recognised 
internationally and nationally as an important step 
towards achievement of scalable and practical 
quantum devices. in collaboration with the bio21 
institute the subgroup investigated a new hybrid 
quantum platform, zinc oxide and nanodiamond. 
the discovery of the first single photon emitter in 
zno, along with quantum characterisation has been 
performed and published in the prestigious journal 
nano letters. in 2011-2012 Dr tomljenovic-hanic has 
initiated three new projects including a number of 
new collaborations with tufts university in boston, 
the university of sydney, hong Kong university, 
the australian national university, the university of 
technology sydney and the Department of chemical 
and biomolecular engineering at the university of 
melbourne. tomljenovic-hanic served as a guest 
editor for: “optical waveguides and resonant 
cavities” in advances in optoelectronics, 2011.

Schematic of the strong coupling sphere enclosing a nitrogen-vacancy centre in a diamond 
lattice, used in the calculations of lattice spin-bath induced decoherence in the central-spin 
problem (L. Hall et al).
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2011 was a momentous year for tpp and 
particle physics in australia in general as it saw 
the inauguration in march of the arc centre of 
excellence for particle physics at the terascale 
(coepp).  a melbourne-led consortium with the 
university of adelaide, monash university and the 
university of sydney, coepp was officially launched 
in June by the hon. Kim carr, the federal minister 
for science.  the substantial funding awarded to the 
centre, and its long-term (7 year) nature, allows both 
a significant expansion in personnel and the scope 
for pursuing new and more ambitious projects.  as 
well as bringing together four institutions, it also 
features theorists and experimentalists working 
together closely, usually for the first time.  for the 
theory part of the melbourne node, coepp funding 
has permitted us to make level b appointments 
for Dr robert foot and Dr archil Kobakhidze, with 
two new level a postdoctoral fellows joining us 
in september:  Dr anibal medina and Dr michael 
a. schmidt.  they have broad experience in 
supersymmetry, extra dimensions and neutrino 
physics.  a further two level a appointments will be 
made in 2012. 

coepp is focused on tev-scale research associated 
with the large hadron collider.  this is an important 
part of our work, but there are also research areas 
outside this domain that are just as significant, 
especially in particle astrophysics, particle 
cosmology and deeper theoretical topics.  to that 
end, we also welcomed the arrival of Dr James 
barnard as a level a postdoc, funded by tony 
gherghetta’s arc federation fellowship.  James 
is an expert in seiberg duality, supersymmetry and 
solitons.

we bid a fond farewell to phD student thomas 
Jacques, who completed his thesis under the 
supervision of nicole bell.  he is now a postdoc 
at arizona state university in lawrence Krauss’s 
research group.  professor Krauss visited melbourne 
as a miegunyah fellow for about one month this 
year.  his visit here was extremely successful in 
terms of cementing research collaboration with 
nicole and her students, and also through the many 
high-profile outreach activities he engaged in.  we 
also said goodbye to postdoc nicholas setzer, who 
moved on to granada university in spain for his 

second postdoc.  masters students paul angel, 
amelia brennan, Jackson clarke and peter cox 
completed their degrees in 2012.

there are many research highlights to report:

tony gherghetta, working with postdocs benedict 
von harling and nicholas setzer, completed a major 
piece of work that combines some of the features 
of supersymmetry and warped extra dimensions in 
a vision for how the critical gauge hierarchy problem 
might ultimately be solved.  the gauge hierarchy 
problem is the generic expectation that low energy 
scale physics is driven up to high energy scales by 
quantum effects.  the potential effect to be avoided 
is that the w and z boson masses become many 
orders of magnitude higher than they need to be 
in order to fit with what we know about the weak 
interaction responsible for beta decay.  their model 
allows important experimental constraints to be 
obeyed while retaining just the right new physics 
at a scale of a few 100s of gev to solve the gauge 
hierarchy problem.  this paper was published in the 
Journal of high energy physics.

nicole bell, postdoc Kallia petraki and myself worked 
with ian shoemaker of los alamos to invent a 
scenario termed “pangenesis”, which hypothesises 
a common cosmological origin for both ordinary 
and dark matter, thus explaining their very similar 
observed densities in the present-day universe.  this 
physical review D paper reports on a way of doing 
this within supersymmetric theories through the use 
of a well-known dynamical phenomenon called the 
affleck-Dine mechanism.  subsequent work (Journal 
of high energy physics) by petraki, myself and 
professor mark trodden (university of pennsylvania) 
explored a different mechanism (bubble nucleation 
from a first-order phase transition) at achieve the 
same outcome.  professor trodden is a partner 
investigator on coepp.

nicole bell with her students ahmad galea and 
thomas Jacques, and international collaborators 
James Dent, lawrence Krauss (both of arizona 
state university) and thomas weiler (vanderbilt 
university), pursued studies of “electroweak 
bremsstrahlung” in the process of dark matter 
annihilation.  this annihilation process is crucial as it 
sets the dark matter density in a certain wide class 
of dark matter models.  nicole and her collaborators 
have discovered that an effect that naively looks 

theoretical particle physics (tpp)
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subdominant – electroweak bremsstrahlung, the 
radiation of w and z bosons – will actually be the 
dominant channel for dark matter annihilation in 
many models.

2012 was another great year for particle physics 
research in the group, and in australia generally.  in 
terms of creating international visibility, the 4 July 
announcement of the discovery of a “higgs-like 
“ particle jointly at cern and the university of 
melbourne-hosted international conference on high 
energy physics (ichep) 2012, is likely to never be 
exceeded.  the storm of media interest all over the 
world was intense.  it is not often one wakes to a 
headline such as the “origin of universe revealed” 
effort by the age on July 5!  going beyond the mere 
organisation of a conference, it is very important to 
appreciate that researchers within coepp played 
substantial roles in the scientific analysis behind the 
announcement.

During the year we congratulated nicole bell and 
archil Kobakhidze on being awarded the very 
competitive future fellowships by the australian 
research council.

this year saw the departures of research fellows 
Donatello Dolce, benedict von harling (to his second 
postdoc, at sissa, trieste, italy) and Kalliopi petraki 
(to her second postdoc, at niKhef, amsterdam, 
the netherlands), and the phD completion of 
Jayne thompson.  we also said a partial goodbye 
to research fellow archil Kobakhidze, who is now a 
senior lecturer at coepp partner the university of 
sydney.  we look forward to continued collaboration 
with archil as he pioneers theoretical particle physics 
at that institution.  these departures were balanced 
by the arrivals of yi cai and andrew spray as new 
coepp research fellows, and tirtha sankar ray as a 
postdoc working under tony gherghetta.

research conducted in 2012 saw tony gherghetta 
with collaborators and students continuing to explore 
supersymmetric models and theories involving extra 
dimensions of space.  ray volkas and associates 
worked on discovering the origins of neutrino mass 
at the lhc, domain-wall brane models involving one 
or two extra dimensions of space, and asymmetric 
dark matter.  nicole bell and coworkers continued 
their in-depth studies of dark matter through indirect 
detection of astrophysical signals and in colliders 
through electroweak bremsstrahlung.

postgraDuate 
physics stuDent 
society
participation in the ppss for 2011/2012 was at typical 
levels for the last few years. all officer positions were 
easily filled, and a core group of students showed 
enthusiasm for involvement in the ppss. school 
committee representation continues and is an important 
and valued role of the ppss.

feedback received regarding the msc program has 
been overwhelmingly positive. the two-year timeframe, 
in contrast to the one-year honours program, is much 
appreciated as it gives the students a chance to absorb 
the coursework content more thoroughly, and spend more 
time undertaking their research projects. the msc theses 
are generally seen as being of a higher standard than 
the honours theses due to the increased amount of time 
available for the writing up of the projects. it seems that 
students are also more likely to have a paper published 
during or soon after completion of the msc. 

extra-curricular activities continued to be supported by 
the school and the graduate student association (gsa), 
which is much appreciated by the student body. the 
pool competition was held as usual, which provided a 
welcome chance to take a well-earned break from study 
and research, and to interact with others in the building.

trivia night is always the highlight of the physics social 
scene, and in 2012 it was considered to be one of the 
more successful trivia nights of recent years. participation 
in the organisation of these events was great and much 
appreciated.

as always, the finishing msc students presented a great 
array of talks for their final assessment. a new initiative in 
2012 was the presentation of msc talk prizes, which will 
hopefully continue to run in years to come.

the geoff opat seminar series (goss) and associated 
food and drinks following have continued to be well 
organised and maintained, and provided a great way to 
cap off each week with a presentation of the work of 
our peers, as well as a chance to interact socially in the 
common room. talks covered a wide variety of subjects 
from large-scale simulations of the universe  to the 
physics of frisbees.
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alumni & frienDs

class of 1960-69
In August 2011 the School of Physics hosted a 
reunion for Physics honours and postgraduate 
students from the 1960s. 

it was a wonderful occasion and a delight to have so many alumni 
from that period together. those who attended enjoyed the 
opportunity to renew acquaintances and share recollections.

we highly value the support we receive from our alumni for 
prizes anD awarDs that support our staff anD stuDents as well 
as our potential builDing proJects in the future

the school of physics hopes to  
reconnect with its alumni anD  
has starteD a rolling program  
of alumni reunions

David Webb and George Dracoulis

Geoff Hudson

ENGaGEMENt & outREaCH



Laby Foundation Trustees: David Jamieson, David Hughes,  
Peter Watmuff and family friend & representative of the  
Laby family Diana Cerini

On October 18 2012, the School of Physics 
opened the Laby IDEAS Centre for 
undergraduate students who will use the 
facility to Interact, Discuss, Explore, and 
Analyse Scientific ideas.

The centre was named in recognition of the 
strong connection between the University 
and the legacy of Professor Thomas Laby 
(1880-1946) and his family. 

E X p l o r e
d i s c u s s

In t er ac t

A n a ly s e
Scientific 

iDeas

it consists of three zones designed to meet different learning needs: an informal 
area with couches, discussion and meeting areas, and computer labs. 

the provost professor margaret sheil (below) officially opened the space on 18 
october. 

faculty of science Dean professor robert saint said the new centre, with its 
flexible mix of study, discussion and computer spaces would provide a great space 
for undergraduate students to work and interact. 

“it is a great space, befitting the highly talented students we attract to our physics 
courses,” he said.

head of the school of physics professor David Jamieson explained how the space 
developed from the legacy of the laby family. 

“continuing the long involvement of the laby family in the history of the school of 
physics, including the laby lecture theatre, the laby foundation made a generous 
bequest to create the laby iDeas centre,” he said.

“Judging by the crowds and the impassioned speech from student representative 
Jasmine hughes at the opening, the new centre is a great success.”

third-year physics student Jasmine hughes said the new space would be more 
than a comfortable study space and meeting place for physics students. 
“the new centre will serve a different purpose for every physics student who 
enters it. it’s not just a study area or classroom, but a home for those who love 
physics,” she said. 

the centre is part of a multi-tier redevelopment of the David caro building, which 
also includes new spaces for the university’s new australian research council 
centres of excellence in physics at the terascale and all-sky astrophysics. 

laby iDeas centre 
a new learning centre  
for the school of physics



outreach programs

2012 July lectures - “an evening with the worlD’s 
leaDers in high energy physics”
the 2012 July lecture program once again showed the great interest in physics from the people of melbourne and beyond. Just two days after the 
higgs was announced, this panel of physicists from the international conference in high energy physics presented their personal experiences of 
the great discovery and fielded questions from the overflow audience in the spot theatre. the evening concluded with an insightful question from 
a school student that draw applause from the rest of the audience! visiting the campus, cern Director and university honorary Doctor of laws 
laureate, professor rolf Dieter heuer captured the moment: ‘Just two days ago, we announced in conjunction with this university, the discovery of 
a new particle that is set to have a profound influence on our understanding of the fundamental nature of matter.’ the audiences of our 2012 July 
lecture program clearly appreciated being part of the action.

8 July

professor David 
Jamieson,
the university of 
melbourne

Absolutely No Resistance

the strange discovery of superconductivity since the discovery in 1911 that frozen 
mercury would conduct electricity with absolutely no resistance when cooled to very low 
temperature, humanity has struggled to explain the phenomenon.  it took nearly 50 years 
to explain the 1911 discovery but this explanation was challenged by new high temperature 
superconductors discovered in 1986.  this lecture looks at the past and promise of this 
remarkable phenomenon.

15 July Dr cathy foley, 
csiro

Superconductivity: How it 
touches your life

applications of superconductivity are ubiquitous in modern technology.  from ultra-sensitive 
probes that can map brain waves to mobile phone base-stations and medical scanners, 
superconducting devices have enhanced our lives.  this lecture looks at these applications 
and the important role australian scientists have had in these innovations.

22 July
professor ray volkas,
university of 
melbourne

The Superconducting Universe: 
Breaking symmetry

could the entire universe be a superconductor?  some of the ideas used to explain 
superconductivity have had a surprising cross over into fundamental particle physics and our 
understanding of deep symmetries in the structure of matter at the most fundamental scale.  
breaking these symmetries leads to the idea of the higgs boson and the origin of mass.  this 
lecture looks at the wide frontiers of superconductivity.

29 July

a/prof andrew 
melatos,
university of 
melbourne

Superconductivity in Space: 
neutron stars and gravity waves

along with its strange cousin, superfluidity, superconductivity governs the behaviour of 
matter at the extreme conditions found inside supernova remnant neutron stars.  glitches 
in the crust of the neutron star and the super-strong magnetic field from the stars promise 
floods of gravity waves that one day soon we may be able to detect on earth.

6 July

a panel of physicists 
from the international 
conference in high 
energy physics

An evening with the world’s 
leaders in high energy physics

the world’s leaders in high energy physics met melbourne to unveil the latest results in 
particle  physics. where is the higgs boson? is supersymmetry dead? Do we need an even 
larger hadron collider? what is dark energy and the new cosmology? this special physics 
July lecture, presented a panel of theoretical and experimental physicists to discuss the 
most recent developments at the lhc and what it means for ‘future physics’.

10 July
leader of atlas, one 
of the world’s largest
experiments

A conversation with Professor 
Fabiola Gianotti (CERN) 

atlas is a particle physics experiment at the large hadron collider at cern. the 
atlas detector is searching for new discoveries in the head-on collisions of protons of 
extraordinarily high energy. atlas is learning about the basic forces that have shaped our 
universe since the beginning of time and that will determine its fate. fabiola gianotti is the 
overall coordinator of the atlas collaboration which consists of 3000 scientists from
38 countries. in this lecture she will discuss the challenges and goals of the large hadron 
collider, the atlas experiment and its latest results, and the impact of particle physics on 
society.

13 July
professor Jeremy 
mould, 
swinburne university

Understanding the Cosmos
in recent years, astronomical observations have provided a remarkable basis for our 
understanding of the large-scale structure of the universe. Jeremy mould discusses 
observations of dark matter, the expanding and accelerating universe and direct remnants of 
the big bang to give us an understanding of the cosmos.

20 July

professor raymond 
volkas, 
university of 
melbourne

Particle Physics meets 
Cosmology

physics of the very small (high-energy particle physics) and the physics of the very large 
(cosmology) have come together to provide an amazingly unified view of the universe. 
our understanding has evolved to an unprecedented level of precision, but also leaves 
major unanswered questions, such as the nature of dark matter and dark energy. this 
lecture discusses astrophysics and particle physics in combination and provides insight into 
astronomical observation and high-energy particle collider experiments.

27 July

associate professor 
elisabetta barberio, 
university of 
melbourne

Big Science at the Frontier: 
future facilities for answering big 
questions

the understanding of our universe from the largest to the smallest has progressed 
significantly in recent decades. large complex and expensive facilities have been essential 
in the pursuit of knowledge of the fundamental structure, constituents and forces in nature; 
and the demand to make observations, measurements and analyses has driven technological 
advancement. following a presentation on the facilities at each of the frontiers, specifically 
the large hadron collider (lhc) and the square Kilometer array (sKa), a panel discussion 
will be opened to take questions from the audience.

2011 July lectures - 100 years of superconDuctivity
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David ottaway,
university of adelaide Einstein and gravitational waves

einstein predicted gravity waves, but their detection has proven elusive. 
of the experiments proposed to detect them, this orbiting observatory, 
ligo (laser interferometer gravitational wave observatory) is the newest 
and most sophisticated. Dr David ottaway of adelaide university will 
explain the creation of gravity waves and how ligo is designed to detect 
them

Dr peter seligman,
melbourne energy 
institute

Renewable energy

his recent book australian sustainable energy - by the numbers provides 
a clear account of australia’s renewable energy potential. peter has 
analysed a raft of available technologies, and offers a blueprint of a 
nationwide renewable energy system based on the most efficient mix of 
technology, societal and habitual changes.

Dr roger rassool, 
university of 
melbourne

Inspiration for teachers

physics is engaging, stimulating and exciting. in this session Dr roger 
rassool introduces two inspirational teachers carolyn hutchens and Kim 
northmore, who recently visited the large hadron collider in switzerland 
as part of the acas/cern summer school. they will share the highlights 
of their experience and relate how it has motivated and changed their 
teaching.

nick nicola, 
university of 
melbourne

Laboratory equipment and 
Demonstrations

nick nicola, designer-of-equipment extraordinaire, will display a number 
of demonstrations that are relevant to the vce physics study. nick 
developed, and is curator of, the physics museum.

professor Jim Jury, 
trent university

Nuclear power: how reactors 
work, and what can go wrong

the failure of the fukushima reactor earlier this year raised many 
questions about the safety of nuclear power. vce study design includes 
nuclear power as a topic, and prof Jim Jury of trent university in canada 
will discuss nuclear reactor design and safety considerations.

Dr graeme o’Keefe, 
austin hospital

Nuclear physics and medical 
diagnosis

in the modern world, nuclear techniques have revolutionised methods of 
medical diagnosis. it is therefore not surprising that the vce study design 
includes topics on the nucleus, ionizing radiation and medical applications. 
Dr graeme o’Keefe directs the department of nuclear medicine and pet 
services at the austin hospital and will talk on nuclear physics and medical 
diagnosis.

2011 november inservice 
vce physics in the moDern worlD

2012 november inservice 
phenomenal physics

Landing ‘Curiosity’ on Mars

prof. David Jamieson is head of the school of physics at melbourne university and past 
president of the australian institute of physics. he is an experimental physicist, with more 
than 200 published research papers. amongst his current interests is the research centre 
for Quantum computer technology. importantly for this meeting, he is an outstanding 
lecturer, and will discuss the technology of the amazing feat of landing the “curiosity” rover 
on mars.

Finding the Higgs boson

the confirmation of the higgs boson in august was a seminal event in particle physics. the 
data was taken at cern using a proton beam from large hadron collider, and the huge 
atlas detector. prof. geoff. taylor and his research group were major contributors to the 
construction of this detector. he will discuss the atlas detector, the role of the higgs in the 
standard model, and how elementary particles acquire mass by interaction with its field.

VCE Study design

the vce study design for physics is of critical importance to high-school teachers and 
university academic staff. changes, both minor and major, are always topics of discussion 
and often of concern. Dr. syd. boydell is currently chair of the vce physics exam-setting 
panel, and brings to that position, and to this meeting, many years of experience in physics 
education. he will comment on the current situation of the teaching and examination of 
physics in this state.

The Square Kilometre Array

in a major boost to astronomy in australia it was recently announced that a major part of 
the sKa (square Kilometre array) will be located in australia. this distributed array of some 
3000 dish receivers and thousands of dipole antennas is expected to answer some of the 
most fundamental questions in astronomy. Dr. lisa harvey-smith is a research astronomer 
at csiro’s astronomy and space science Division in sydney, and was part of the team 
that secured australia’s role. she works on the sKa pathfinder project, tasked to deliver the 
science-ready telescope.

Inspiring your students
not all students that we teach have enrolled in physics because it is their first love. 
encouraging those with low interest, whilst stimulating the committed ones is one role 
of the physics teacher. frank de la rambelya, science co-ordinator at south oakleigh 
secondary college will outline his teaching philosophy.
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speaKers anD visitors affiliateD with the school gave the 
following colloQuia anD seminars During 2011 anD 2012. 
unless inDicateD elsewhere, the lectures tooK place in the laby or hercus theatres

colloQuia 2011

1-feb prof wieslaw Krolikowski
laser physics centre, research 
school of physics and engineering, 
australian national university

Managing light in nonlinear disordered media

22-feb Dr paul lasky
eberhard Karls university of tübingen 
in tübingen, germany

How right was Einstein?

1-mar prof sven rogge

arc future fellow, centre for 
Quantum computation and 
communication technology, school 
of physics, university of new south 
wales

Transport through a single atoms in a silicon transistor

8-mar Dr Jonathan carroll

special research centre for the 
subatomic structure of matter 
(cssm), Department of physics, 
university of adelaide

The radius of the proton; devil in the details

9-mar Dr paul Jackson slac (atlas group), cern, geneva
Searches for supersymmetry and exotic meta-stable 
particles with the ATLAS experiment

15-mar assoc prof David liley
brain sciences institute, swinburne 
university of technology

18-mar prof allan clark cern, geneva, switzerland Status report on the CERN LHC and ATLAS

22-mar prof victor galitski university of maryland, usa
Exotic quantum phenomena and topological phases 
in spin-orbit-coupled systems

29-mar Dr patrick Kluth

Department of electronic materials 
engineering, research school of 
physics and engineering, australian 
national university

Ion tracks: from the earth’s crust to space travel

5-apr Dr michael J. biercuk
school of physics, university of 
sydney

Science at the yocto-scale: force detection at the 
limits of the SI system

12-apr Dr yana izdebskaya
nonlinear physics centre, research 
school of physics and engineering, 
australian national university

Guiding and bending light at will in liquid crystals

19-apr Dr andrew g. white
Department of physics, university of 
Queensland

Quantum biology, chemistry, maths and physics

3-may assoc prof adam micolich
associate professor and arc future 
fellow, university of new south 
wales

Spinning in a straight line – quantum wires as a 
platform for spintronics

10-may Dr Kerry hinton
arc special centre for ultra-
broadband information networks, 
university of melbourne

Addicted to data: the Internet’s “energy bottleneck”

16-may prof chris g. van de walle
materials Department, university of 
california, usa

Quantum computing with defects

research seminar series
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24-may Dr mary beilby
biophysics Department, university of 
new south wales

Electrical characteristics of plant cell membrane

31-may Dr matthew hole

Department of theoretical physics, 
research school of physics and 
engineering, australian national 
university

The physics of burning plasmas

7-Jun assoc prof Jeff mccallum
school of physics, university of 
melbourne

Extracting light from silicon

14-Jun Dr tim garoni
school of physics, university of 
melbourne

Criticality, combinatorics and computing

5-Jul Dr andrea morello
school of electrical engineering & 
telecommunications, university of 
new south wales

The dawn of silicon quantum computing: coherent 
control and single-shot readout of single electron and 
nuclear spins

13-Jul prof stefan estreicher
physics Department, texas tech 
university, usa

Non-equilibrium dynamics of localized phonons in 
semiconductors: isotope effects

19-Jul Dr andrew truscott
college of physical and mathematical 
sciences, australian national 
university

Correlations: what they tell us about quantum gases

26-Jul Dr Jeremy sumner
school of mathematics and physics, 
university of tasmania

Lie Markov Models

2-aug Dr Daniel shaddock
Department of Quantum science, 
australia national university

The GRACE follow-on mission

23-aug Dr scott power
senior principal research scientist, 
national climate centre, bureau of 
meterology

Can we predict climate over coming decades?

30-aug prof fulvio melia
Department of physics & steward 
observatory, university of california, 
usa

The cosmic spacetime

6-sep assoc prof eric hudson
Department of physics and 
astronomy, university of california, 
usa

Molecular ions: a new addition to the quantum 
toolbox

13-sep assoc prof michael steel
Department of physics, macquarie 
university

Engineering single photon and photon pair generation 
in nanophotonic structures

27-sep prof les allen
school of physics, university of 
melbourne

A hitch-hiker’s guide to some recent research in 
atomic resolution imaging

4-oct Dr Jenni adams
Department of physics and 
astronomy, university of canterbury, 
new zealand

Cosmic accelerators

11-oct prof geoff spinks

school of mechanical, materials & 
mechatronic engineering, intelligent 
polymer research institute, universtiy 
of wollongong

Building bionic muscles

18-oct prof David Kielpinski
australia attosecond science facility, 
griffith university

Quantum microscopy of trapped ions: the shadow of 
a single atom

19-oct prof mahananda Dasgupta
Department of nuclear physics, 
australian national university

Nuclear collisions – many-body quantum dynamics in 
action

25-oct prof marvin cohen
condensed matter physics and 
materials science, Department of 
physics, berkeley university, usa

Einstein, nanoscience and superconductivity

15-nov prof mikhail Kostylev
school of physics, university of 
western australia

Microwave dynamics in magnetic multi-layers 
and nanostructures for magnonic and spintronic 
applications

22-nov Dr orsola de marco
Department of physics, macquarie 
university

How common envelope binary interactions change 
the life of stars and planets

30-nov prof bennett link
Department of physics, montana 
university, usa

Superfluid turbulence in neutron stars

6-Dec assoc prof victor gurarie
Department of physics, university of 
colorado, usa

Non-Abelian particles in a two dimensional world
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colloQuia 2012

6-mar prof min gu
faculty of engineering & industrial 
sciences, swinburne university of 
technology

Nanophotonics: transformational technology 
and cutting-edge science

13-mar Dr Karen Kheruntsyan
school of mathematics and pysics, 
the university of Queensland

Measurement of atom number fluctuations: a new 
fundamental tool in ultracold atom research.

20-mar Dr adrian sheppard
Department of applied mathematics 
physics education centre, anu

Capturing the Complexity of Multiphase Flow in Sand, 
Soil and Stone

27-mar prof bernd meyer
faculty of information technology, 
monash university 

Mavericks required --- understanding collective 
decision making through diffusion modelling

3-apr prof greg tallents
york plasma institute, Department of 
physics, university of york

Extreme ultra violet and x-ray laser interactions with 
high energy density materials

24-apr
assoc prof timothy 
schmidt

school of chemistry, the university 
of sydney

Photonic Alchemy: Turning Red into Gold for 
Improved Solar Energy Conversion

1-may Dr bram slagmolen
centre for gravitational physics, the 
australian national univeristy

The pendulum in the detection of Gravitational Waves

8-may prof Joe wolfe
school of physics, university of new 
south wales

Acoustics of the voice: registers and resonances in 
singing

15-may Dr cormac corr
research school of physics and 
engineering, australian national 
university canberra

At the edge: Plasma-surface science for future fusion 
reactors

29-may Dr sean farrell
school of physics, the university of 
sydney

Bridging the Gap Between Stellar Mass and 
Supermassive Black Holes

12-Jun
assoc prof Dragomir 
neshev

nonlinear physics centre, research 
school of physics and engineering, 
australian national university 
canberra

19-Jun prof shunsuke ohtani
university of electro-
communications, Japan

Research Activity at the Tokyo-EBIT facility

3-Jul
assoc prof warwick 
bowen

school of mathematics and physics, 
university of Queensland

Optomechanical sensing

24-Jul Dr greg iane
Department of nuclear physics, anu 
canberra

Nuclear state lifetimes as probes of exotic nuclei

31-Jul prof Debra bernhardt
school of biomolecular and physical 
sciences, griffith university brisbane

Fluctuation Theorems and the Dissipation Function

7-aug prof elaine m. sadler
school of physics, university of 
sydney

Black holes and galaxy evolution modelling

14-aug Dr David abbott
brain research, florey neuroscience 
institutes, melbourne brain centre

Simultaneous functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (fMRI) and Electroencephalography (EEG) of 
Epilepsy

21-aug Dr irene suarez-martinez
nri, curtin university of technology 
wa

Modelling thermal conductivity of carbon materials

28-aug prof Kostya (Ken) ostrikov csiro, sydney
Plasma nanoscience for a sustainable future: small 
energy for small things

4-sep prof howard wiseman
centre for Quantum Dynamics, 
griffith university Queensland

Quantum jumps in atoms: what’s new after 100 
years?

11-sep prof David paganin school of physics, monash university
Twist and burn: Screwed-up waves, caustical rays and 
the singularity hierarchy

18-sep prof alex hamilton school of physics, university of nsw
Unexpected behaviour of electrons and holes in 
nanoscale quantum transistors

2-oct Dr matthew Davis
school of mathematics and physics, 
university of Queensland

Quantum gases far from equilibrium

9-oct prof elisabetta barberio
school of physics, university of 
melbourne

The Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider

16-oct Dr gary hill university of adelaide
Exploring the mysteries of the high energy universe 
with Antarctic neutrino detectors
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23-oct Dr boris Kuhlmey
cuDos/ipos/school of physics, the 
university of sydney

Drawing the invisible: fibres for hyperlenses and the 
emperor’s clothes

30-oct Dr John Daniels
school of materials science and 
engineering, university of new south 
wales

Exotic Mechanical Materials: The realms of physical 
possibilities and potential applications

13-nov prof Joanne etheridge
Department of materials engineering, 
monash university

The Modern Fast Electron - new developments and 
applications

20-nov Dr charlene lobo
school of physics and advanced 
materials, university of technology 
sydney

Kinetics of electron beam induced etching and 
deposition

27-nov prof Jeffrey r. reimers
school of chemistry, the university 
of sydney

Non-trivial quantum effects in biology: some basic 
science  with a view to device applications

completion seminars/ goss* 2011
25-mar liam mcguinnes Nanoscale quantum sensing using coherence of Nitrogen-Vacancy centers in diamond

1-april anthony van eysden Determining properties of bulk nuclear matter from pulsar glitch recovery

8-april* evan curwood Determining biomolecular structures: overcoming X-ray damage

8-april* mark bennett A backhanded method for detecting gravitational waves

15-april alastair stacey Surface engineering for quantum information processing in NV diamond

29-april Jinghua fang Fabrication, characterisation and applications of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)

6-may* ahmad galea Late decaying dark matter and the disruption of small scale structure

6-may* chris magoulas The 6dFGS fundamental plane: maximum likelihood fitting and peculiar velocities

13-may* guido cadenazzi What is rational drug design?

13-may* andrew mcculloch The sound of music

20-may nathan lugg New developments in scanning transmission electron microscopy

27-may sebatian saliba A coherent electron source for diffractive imaging

3-Jun Daniel Drumm Physics of low-dimensional nanostructures

10-Jun Jason smith Modelling flocking phenomena through physics

22-Jul* bradley greig
Power spectrum forecasts for baryon acoustic oscillation experiments using the Lyman-alpha 
forest

22-Jul* loren bruns Jr Lya galaxies as a probe of galaxy formation and reionization history

29-Jul Xiao ming goh Nanometric near-resonant apertures in metallic films for lens and beaming applications

5-aug David wang Simulations of Shor’s algorithm with matrix product states

12-aug sudhir raskutti Measuring the thermal signature of the first galaxies

19-aug Jayne thompson Symmetries

26-aug Jessica van Donkelaar The fabrication and application of single atom arrays in silicon

2-sept marcus Doherty Unravelling the mystery of the nitrogen-vacancy colour centre in diamond

9-sept t’mir Julius A final measurement of  B -> π0 π0 at the Belle Experiment

16-sept andrew hayward Artificial Magnetic Fields in Cavity QED

23-sept anja schubert Sensor modelling for the next generation of medical detectors

7-oct Deborah lau The Raman spectroscopy of artists materials: advances in characterisation and analysis

14-oct James Quach Solid light physics: quantum emulation to quantum metamaterials

28-oct andrea ruff The broad emission line region of quasars

4-nov tony shao The search for the Higgs at the LHC

11-nov christina magoulas Fitting the near-infrared fundamental plane relation of early-type galaxies

13-Dec guido cadenazzi Developments in partially coherent x-ray diffraction microscopy
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completion seminarts/ goss* 2012
23-mar angela torrance using X-ray ptychography to characterise Disordered materials

30-mar* iason baldes proton Decay

20-apr* chris bradly & bikram ravi n-particle ctap

27-apr nadine pesor soft supersymmetry breaking from stochastic superspace

4-may loren bruns Jr lyman-alpha emitting galaxies: a probe of galaxy formation and ionization history

11-may* sead Djalalian-assi & nina 
eikenberg

subwavelength plasmonic structures

18-may* benjamin forbes the aerodynamics of flying Discs

25-may* brendan mulkerin ultracold fermi gases in the unitary limit

27-Jul evan curwood towards imaging single biomolecules at femtosecond X-ray lasers

3-aug andrew mcculloch electron Diffraction from a cold atom electron source

10-aug andrew morgan Direct coherent Diffractive imaging: at and beyond the nano-scale

24-aug ahmad galea electroweak bremsstrahlung processes, and the Detection of Dark matter at tte lhc

31-aug* David Jennens & Kg tan understanding the reconstructed energy of tau leptons at atlas

7-sep benjamin callen Domain-wall braneworld phenomenology in five and six Dimensions

14-sep* Kent wootton turning an undulator on its side turns the storage ring on its head

5-oct* laurence Deam & Jennifer 
riding

erbium-Doped silicon nanocrystal-sensitised silicon slot waveguides: towards an 
understanding of Quantum interlayers (and photonic Disconnects)

12-oct stefanie elbracht-leong Development of a state-of-the-art X-ray imaging Detector

26-oct mark bennett neutron star interior flows and oscillations

9-nov liam hall Quantum Decoherence imaging of life at the nanoscale

23-nov bradley greig probing the nature of Dark energy using large-scale structure simulations of the universe

physics public lectures 2011

9-may prof michael s. turner university of chicago, usa
The dark side of the universe: beyond stars and the 
starstuff we are made of

18-may prof David cahen weizmann institute of science, israel
The energy challenge: what is the problem and what 
is the role of basic science?

24-Jun prof byoungho lee seoul national university, Korea Plasmonic diffractive optics

22-Jul prof leonard c feldman
rutgers the state university, 
vanderbilt university, usa

the materials revolution

10-aug prof lawrence Krauss arizona state university, usa Quantum man: Richard Feynman’s life in science

19-aug
assoc prof Jeffrey 
mccallum

school of physics, university of 
melbourne

Rutherford and the atomic Nucleus: The 100th 
Anniversary of a Remarkable Discovery

18-nov prof robert p Kirshner harvard university, usa
Exploding stars and the accelerating cosmos: 
Einstein’s blunder undone

8-Dec prof rudolf grimm university of innsbruck, austria
Quantum matter at absolute zero: cool and 
fascinating

astrophysics seminars 2011

2-feb Dr paul lasky
eberhard Karls university of tübingen, 
germany  

Magnetic fields in strongly magnetized neutron stars

7-mar Dr James Dent arizona state university, usa Warm DBI inflation

16-mar Dr matthew baring rice university, texas, usa The gamma-ray pulsar paradigm as viewed by Fermi

13-april pietro procopio
istituto nazionale di astrofisica (inaf), 
italy

The Simultaneous Medicina-Planck Experiment 
(SiMPlE) Northern sample: data acquisition, reduction 
and first results

20-april Dr chris lidman australian astronomical observatory
Cosmology with type Ia supernovae: recent results 
and future directions

18-may Dr michael brown monash university
The ubiquitous radio continuum emission from early-
type galaxies

16-nov michele trenti university of colorado, usa From the first stars to the first galaxies
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theoretical particle physics seminars
25-Jan Kara hoffman university of maryland, usa South pole neutrino telescopes

7-mar James Dent arizona state university., usa Warm DBI inflation

16-mar matthew Dolan Durham university, uK
Implications of initial LHC searches for 
supersymmetry

28-mar prof Joaquim gomis university of barcelona, spain
Lifshitz and Schroedinger Algebras and some of their 
dynamical realisations

1-Jun
assoc prof David 
hutchinson

university of otago, new zealand Effects of disorder in ultracold atomic gases

20-Jun Dr David curtin cornell university, usa
Supersymmetry-breaking via nonperturbative 
monopole dynamics

2-aug prof Keiichi akama saitama medical university, Japan
General solution of the braneworld with the 
Schwarzschild ansatz

21-sept Juan carlos D’olivo the national university of mexico Transition radiation by an active neutrino

21-nov Dr Jong soo Kim univerisity of adelaide
Light stop searches at the LHC in events with two 
b-Jets and missing energy

optics & conDenseD matter physics seminars 2011

10-mar bartosz Kaczmarek nottingham university, uK
Search of non-Abelian statistics in fractional quantum 
hall states

24-mar prof victor galitski university of maryland, usa
A general theory of spin-relaxation in two-
dimensional semiconductors

22-april richard haglund vanderbilt university, usa
Reconfiguring plasmonic metamaterials using 
vanadium dioxide

22-Jun Dr ivan maksymov australian national university
Optical nanoantennas for near- and far-field control of 
light enhancement

8-Jul prof Daniel arovas university of california, usa
What can we learn from quantum entanglement 
spectra?

27-Jul Dr hong wei
institute of physics, chinese 
academy of sciences, china

Plasmons propagating on silver nanowires

* Geoff Opat Seminar Series
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research income

proJect Description amount
cc_arc coe 05/10 - nugent $1,995,790.50
arc ff 06/11- nugent                 $348,107.00
arc Dp 07/11- hollenberg $91,065.00
arc Dp 07/11- wyithe $61,999.00
arc le 07/11- taylor $270,000.00
arc lp 07/11- nugent $55,041.00
arc ip (herma) 07/11- nugent $16,000.00
arc ff 07/12- gherghetta $353,632.00
arc Dp 08/12- taylor $149,333.00
arc Dp 08/12- greentree $213,223.00
arc Dp 09/11 - bolton  $95,205.00
arc Dp 09/11 - hollenberg $169,252.00
arc Dp 09/11 - volKas $100,493.00
arc Dp 09/11 - volKas Dp0988343 $121,364.91
arc Dp (shared-anu) 09/11- mccallum $48,747.45
arc Dp (shared-anu) 09/11- melatos $43,333.00
arc lp (shared-unsw) 09/12- prawer $110,000.00
arc Dp 10/12 - bell $62,210.00
arc Dp 10/12 - moulD $2,097.00
arc lp 10/12 - prawer $196,997.00
arc Dp 10/14 - prawer $186,628.00
arc Dp 10/12 - nugent $259,207.00
arc Dp 10/12 - limosani $98,500.00
arc Dp 10/12 - barberio $93,314.00
arc Dp 10/12 - gherghetta $93,314.00
arc ip (hp lab) 10/12 - prawer $209,954.18
arc 10/13 - wyithe $94,262.00
anu 10/13 - mccallum $300,000.00
uw (arc non leaD) 10/12 - Jamieson $10,000.00
cc_arc 10/13 - prawer $979,275.75
sut (arc mia) 09/11 - nugent $35,000.00
arc Dp 11/13 - roberts $172,678.00

total $7,036,022.79

research income from continuing grants 

research income from new grants 2011
proJect Description amount
arc Dp 11/13 - gomez $140,174.00
arc Dp 11/13 - chantler $182,835.00
arc Dp 11/15 - allen $182,835.00
arc Dp 11/13 - melatos $111,733.00
arc-11/17 - taylor $3,656,701.00
arc ce (non-leaD uni-syD) 11/17 - wyithe $365,411.00
arc (non-leaD uni-unsw) 11/17 - hollenberg $520,625.00
ansto 11/13 - rassool $60,000.00
arc lp 11/14 - roberts $59,938.00
sief 11/14 - wyithe $17,000.00
arc alf 11/16 - wyithe $261,315.00
tipf 2011 - nugent $20,000.00
arc Dp (csiro portion) 11/13 - chantler $11,250.00

total $5,589,817.00

RESEaRCH FuNDiNG
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proJect Description amount
82184  arc Dp 11/15 - allen $805,735.00
82168  arc Dp 10/12 - barberio $290,986.00
82162  arc Dp 10/12 - bell $186,813.00
82151  arc Dp 09/12 - bolton $293,260.00
82177  cc_arc 10/13 - prawer $3,285,931.00
82183  arc Dp 11/13 - chantler $499,285.00
82204  iarpa (non-leaD raytheon bbn tech) 11/12 - fowler $324,949.10
82126  arc ff 07/12- gherghetta $2,099,277.00
82169  arc Dp gherghetta $300,219.00
82182  arc Dp 11/13 - gomez $519,914.00
82133  arc Dp 08/12- greentree $919,713.00
82105  arc Dp 07/12- hollenberg $653,684.00
82152  arc Dp 09/12 - hollenberg $519,101.00
82188  arc (non-leaD uni-unsw) 11/17 - hollenberg $3,384,062.50
82167  arc Dp 10/12 - limosani $300,405.00
82156  arc Dp (shared-anu) 09/11- mccallum $190,000.00
82174  anu 10/13 - mccallum $1,200,000.00
82160  arc Dp (shareD-anu) 09/11- melatos $140,000.00
82185  arc Dp 11/13 - melatos $343,795.00
82163  arc Dp 10/12 - moulD $184,419.00
82087  coe 05/13 - nugent $15,123,074.50
82099  arc ff 06/11- nugent $1,678,261.00
82155  arc le 2009 - nugent $500,000.00
82161  arc lp (shareD-unsw) 09/12- prawer $330,000.00
82164  arc lp 10/12 - prawer $674,642.00
82165  arc Dp 10/14 - prawer $826,629.00
82172  arc ip (hp lab) 10/12 - prawer $300,000.00
82181  csiro 11/15 - prawer $300,000.00
82180  arc Dp 11/13 - roberts $511,320.00
82190  arc lp 11/14 - roberts $349,534.00
82191  arc ip 11/14 - roberts $0.00
82166  arc Dp 10/12 - nugent $778,387.00
82114  arc le 07/12- taylor $1,350,000.00
82131  arc Dp 08/12- taylor $719,209.00
82186  arc coe-11/17 - taylor $26,441,053.00
82153  arc Dp 09/12 - volKas $296,352.00
82106  arc Dp 07/12- wyithe $423,499.00
82173  arc 10/13 - wyithe $290,038.00
82187  arc ce (non-leaD uni-syD) 11/17 - wyithe $2,622,662.48
82192  sief 11/14 - wyithe $51,000.00
82193  arc alf 11/16 - wyithe $2,753,721.00

total $72,760,930.58

research income from continuing grants 

research income from new grants 2012
proJect Description amount
82211  arc ft 12/16- bell $559,631.00
82199  arc Decra 12/14 - cervenKa $379,617.00
82202  arc lp 12/14 - chantler $237,521.00
82198  arc ft 12/15 - gibson $692,024.00
82212  arc (non leaD uni-aDel) 12/15 - gibson $60,000.00
82201  arc Decra 12/15 - Kou $379,617.00
82200  arc Decra 12/15 - macK $379,617.00
82207  csiro 12/13 - mccallum $24,500.00
82209  arc (non leaD anu) 12/15 - mccallum $210,000.00
82206  csiro 12/15 - prawer $51,000.00
82210  nectar 12/14 $718,200.00

total $3,691,727.00
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staff profile & visitors

teaching & research 
staff
heaD of Department anD 
professor of physics 

David Jamieson

Deputy heaD anD associate 
professor

ann roberts

arc feDeration fellow & laureate 
professor

Keith nugent

arc feDeration fellow

tony gherghetta

professors

leslie allen

elisabetta barberio 

christopher chantler 

lloyd hollenberg

steven prawer

geoffrey taylor

raymond volkas 

rachel webster

arc australian professorial 
fellows 

leslie allen (2012)

lloyd hollenberg (2011)

geoffrey taylor (2011)

arc Queen elizabeth ii fellow 

andrew greentree

stuart wyithe

arc laureate fellow

stuart wyithe (2012)

associate proffessors & reaDers

harry Quiney

andrew melatos

robert scholten

associate professors

michelle livett

Jeffrey mccallum

martin sevior

senior lecturers

nicole bell

andrew martin

roger rassool

research-only staff
arc future fellow

nicole bell (2012)

brant gibson (2011)

senior research fellow

ruben Dilanyan

Daniel mitchell

laurens willems van beveren

australian research fellow

snjezana tomljenovic-hanic

australian postDoctoral  
fellow

James bolton

Daniel gomez

antonio limosani

arc super science fellow

hansik Kim

research fellows

brian abbey

James barnard

akin budi

Jiri cervenka

bo chen

adrian D’alfonso

sara Diglio

Dontatello Dolce

robert foot

austin fowler

Kate fox

David garrett

shrihari gopalakrishna

Kenji hamano

guilherme hanninger

charles hill

timothy James

Dansha Jiang

tim Karle

archil Kobakhidze

takashi Kubota

Jessica Kvansakul

hermine landt

paul lasky

Desmond lau

Kin lee

ling lin

anibal medina

Kalliopi petraki

bart pindor

corey putkunz

gary ruben

michael schmidt

nicholas setzer

David sheludko

David simpson

paul spizzirri

edoardo tescari

chiara tonini

David vine

matteo volpi

benedict von harling

martin white

changyi yang

honorary staff
professors emeritus

herbert bolotin

anthony Klein

colin arnold ramm

professorial fellows

allan clark

tien Kieu

bruce mcKellar

fulvio melia

Jeremy mould

colin norman

gerard milburn 

aPPENDiCES
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Kim Dorrell

Kumaravelu ganesan

patricia gigliuto

caroline hamilton

ying hu

Joanna huang

winnie huang

irving liaw

akina mikami

anabelle pontvianni

chris schroen

tania smith

paul spizzirri

roland szymanski

lilian tan

samuel thompson

information technology

sean hooley

Kathryn sparks

linh vu

librarian

shirley wong

technical anD electronic 
support

ashley french 

stephen gregory

Jonathan (wayne) powrie

sandor szilagyi

evonne tan

michael zammit 

laboratory support

steven Damen

colin entwisle

philip lyons

stephen marshall

Jude prezens

geoff shute

principal fellows with 
the title associate 
professor

Ken amos

David cookson

timothy Davis

trevor finlayson

norman frankel

girish chandra Joshi

James Jury

tomas Kron

george legge

edmund muirhead

chris ryan

alan charles spargo

maxwell thompson

John wignall

senior fellows

brendan allman

David bardos

mark boland

valery gurarie

shane huntington

steven trpkovski

gareth moorhead

graeme o’Keefe

salvy russo

fellows

catherine buchanan

stefania castelletto

Jared cole

roland crocker

Jason Doukas

nicoleta Dragomir

rohan Dowd

matthew Downton

barbara etschmann

adrian flitney

David floyd

paul fraser

moshi geso

faruque hossain

David hoxley

sasikaran Kandasamy

steven Karataglidis

Jamie laird

robert mcleod

steven melnikoff

martin meyer

Julius orwa

alicia oshlack

christopher pakes

Donald payne

andrew peele

carlos peralta

olena ponomarenko

andrew rawlinson

peter robertson

robert sault

manoj sridhar

Juris svenne

ben toner

maurizio toscano

steven trpkovski

lincoln turner

phillip urquijo

Dirk van der Knijff

cameron wellard

professional staff
aDministration

Diana bell

sandy bell

cheryl burrell

hayley campbell

marie christodulaki

eliza Drake

anita george

cilla gloger

Kristine mcDonald

sehan selvadurai

Kirsty waring

Dave wolf

research anD arc centre of 
eXcellence support 

Darren (Dief) alexander

nicole anderson

rosslyn ball

lucien boland

gabrielle bright

tania carrubba

sean crosby
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visitors 
each year the school of physics prouDly hosts a 
range of visitors incluDing highly DistinguisheD 
speaKers, visiting acaDemics, stuDents anD 
inDustry contacts 

2011 (Duration of stay 2 weeKs or more)

mr aldo besmer, bsc(hons) switzerland, msc student from 
university of bern working at monash university

mr Jonathan bittner, bsc(hons) yale, phD student from 
cambridge university, united states 

Dr James Dent, bsc phD usa, Department of physics and 
school of earth and space exploration, arizona state university

mr mark edmonds, bsc(hons) la trobe, phD student from la 
trobe university, school of physics

prof eliezer (laser) finkman, bsc msc Dsc israel, Department 
of electrical engineering, technion - israel institute of 
technology 

mr Jacopo forneris, bsc(hons) msc italy, phD student from 
Departmento di fisica spreimentale, torino, italy 

a/prof victor gurarie, bsc msc phD princeton, Department of 
physics, university of colorado

prof richard haglund, ba ma phD usa, Department of physics 
and astronomy, vanderbilt uniersity, usa 

mr stefan Kaufmann, Dipphys Diped eth zurich, postdoctoral 
fellow from swiss federal institute of technology, zurich 
on a year’s swiss fellowship to work on a project with lloyd 
hollenberg (1 year only and then employed 1 year by cQ2ct)

prof lawrence Krauss, bsc(hons) canada phD mit miegunyah 
fellow of the university of melbourne and professor at school 
of earth and space exploration, Department of physics, and 
beyond center for fundamental concepts in science, arizona 
state university, usa

prof mark Kruse, bsc(hons) msc new zealand phD usa, 
Department of physics, Duke university, Durham visiting geoff 
taylor

Dr paul lasky, bsc(hons) phD monash, theoretical 
astrophysics, eberhard-Karls-universitat, germany 

Dr Daniel mitchell, bsc(hons) phD usyd, harvard-smithsonian 
center for astrophysics, usa 

mr shota nagayama, uQcc Japan, student from the graduate 
school of media and governance, Keio university, Japan 

mr alimohammad rabbani (esfahani), undergraduate 
occupational trainee from sharif university of technology, 
tehran, iran 

mr Joost ridderbos, bsc the netherlands, masters student 
from university of twente in the netherlands 

mr Keving rietwyk, bsc(hons) la trobe, phD student from la 
trobe university 

mr ashely rozario, intern student from temasek polytechnic in 
singapore 

mr frank rudzik, mech eng germany, student from the 
university of freiberg, germany 

mr steffen steinert, Diping germany, university of stutgart, 
germany

prof viktor struzhkin, ba ma phD russia, professor from 
geophysical laboratory, carnegie institution of washington

2012 (Duration of stay 2 weeKs or more)

Dr george becker, Kavli fellow, Kavli institute for cosmology 
and institute of astronomy, cambridge, united Kingdom 

prof stephen collins, bsc(hons) phD melb, victoria university, 
school of engineering and science 

prof eliezer (laser) finkman, bsc msc Dsc israel, Department 
of electrical engineering, technion - israel institute of 
technology 

mr hadar genish, phD msc bsc, phD student from bar-ilan 
university, israel

a/prof victor gurarie, bsc msc phD princeton, Department of 
physics, university of colorado

prof arthur hebecker, phD germany, professor of theoretical 
particle physics and cosmology, university of heidelberg, 
germany

Dr Damien hicks, physicist, lawrence livermore national 
laboratory, usa 

Dr shunsaku horiuchi, ba ma msc cambridge phD tokyo, 
Jsps postdoctoral fellow and mccue fellow, university of 
california

mr stefan Kaufmann, Dipphys Diped eth zurich, postdoc from 
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master of science
students can select seven from the following:

Quantum mechanics
Quantum field theory
general relativity
statistical mechanics
physical cosmology
particle physics
condensed matter physics
optics
experimental methods

advanced seminars in:
astrophysics/physical cosmology
particle physics
condensed matter
optics

students must undertake one of the following 
professional tools:

critical analysis in science
e-science
ethics in science
systems modelling and simulation
thinking and reasoning with Data
science and communication
science in context
money, people and projects

first year subJects
phyc10001/2 physics 1/2: advanced 

phyc10003  physics 1

phyc10004  physics 2: physical science &  
   technology

phyc10005  physics 1: fundamentals

phyc10006 physics 2: life sciences & environment

phyc10007 physics for biomedicine

seconD year subJects
phyc20009 thermal & classical physics

phyc20010 Quantum mechancis & special relativity

phyc20011 electromagnetism & optics

thirD year subJects
phyc30018 Quantum physics

phyc30019 astrophysics

phyc30016 electrodynamics

phyc30014 laboratory work a

phyc30011 sub-atomic physics

phyc30012 computational physics

phyc30013 principles & applications of sensors

phyc30014/5 laboratory work a/b

phyc30017  statistical physics

phyc30020 Quantum systems

subJects offereD
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